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NEWS-HERAL-

Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday,

W.S.S.

ROAD

REPORT

RED GROSS PLEDGES

D

July 25, 1918

Volume XIV No. 40

AS TO POLITICS
?';'--.?:'-

IS WITH US

Progresso first "over the top"
Following is a report of the with her pledges.
We feel that Progresso is to
National War Savings Stamp
sales as given in for Torrance be complimented not only on becounty by school districts with ing able to go "oyer the top"
the exception of a few that you first but also on the amount
will notice being left blank from raised and paid in.
Every cent pledged by the
which returns have not as yet
good people of Progresso has
been received:
No. Amt. Owned "Amt. Pledged Total been collected and as the names
1
$ 145.00 H 145.00 of the subscribers have not been
125.00 published heretofore. The follow
125.00
2
360.00 ing is a complete
3
360.00
list of all sub270.00 scribers
270.00
4
and the amount paid by
5
each:
6 $1,710.00 3,475.00 5,185.00
t,
G. C. Mulkey and B. E.
Encino Enterprise.

We have with us today about
one hundred and twenty-fivpeople from Santa Fe, to join
with representatives of the N.
M. C. Railway Company and
people of the valley in raising a
beautiful flag at the N. M. C.
yards, and other festivities arranged locally.
The furnishing of this flag and
the putting up of a fine cedar
pole seventy-fiv- e
feet in height
is an act by the railroad manage7 1,017.00 2,545.00
ment that will be appreciated by 8
the people of Estancia and the 9
690.00
100.00
county.
It is a further earnest 10
225.00 3,750.00
that the company considers itself 11
120.00
30.00
a part of the community, with 12
interests in common with the 13
210.00 3.245.00
people of the valley.
14
60.00
This a good time to say that 15.
140.00
12.25
the present owners have per- 16 1,720.00 1,535.00
formed far more than they prom- 17
ised in rehabilitating the road, 18
and they are still at it. They 19
90.00
have also given us the best ser- 20
915.00
'
vice we have had for years.
21
70.00
A large majority of the people 22
10.00
of the valley appreciate what has 23
225.00
been done and are doing all they 24
1,340.00
can to reciprocate.
25
1,880.00
always took 20
The News-Heral145 00
the position that the service 27
335 00
10.00
given by the road, even at its 28
595.00
worst, was vastly better than 29
Therefore this pa- 30
none at all.
10.00
180.00
per takes' more than ordinary 31
pleasure in noting the great im- 32
99.00
provements in the road and in 33
the service given, and we hope 34
490.00
the owners will find ample re- 35
490.00 2,775.00
ward in the future when the N. 36
M. C. will have developed into a 37
1,085.00
185.00
trunk line and one of the most 38
130.00
important railways in the state. 39
d

Pig-got-

3,562 00

790.00
3,975.00
150.00
3,455.00
60.00
162. 25
3,255.00

90.00
915.00
70.00
10.00
225.00
1,340.00
1,880.00
145.00
345.00
595.00

solicitors.

.

'

Kirckhof, H. A.
Elliston, Ray
Humphries, John W.
Humphries, Rufus
Wright, W. M.
Welch, N. C.
Mulkey, G. C.
Staley, H. G.
Jones, Linnie
Piggott, B. F.
Sheehan, Arthur
Frevert, Fred
Lubojasky, C. J.
White, Mrs. J. M.
Niemi, J.
Jockey, J.
Myers, Wm
Myers, Geo. S.

$66 50

S. DeVaney

and A. Sheehan,

solicitors.
190.00 Thomas, O. L.
Ward, W. W.
99.00 Ward, Hugh
Mourfield, F. P.
490.00 DeVaney, Clifford
3,265.00 DeVaney, Elmer
DeVaney, S.
1,085.00 Thomas, Elsie
185.00 Rhoads, M. M.
130.00

41

The situation in regard to
moisture is much better than
when we wrote last week. The
first four days of the past seven
were increasingly rainy, culminating on Monday in rains
that covered nearly all the county. There are a few spots that
were not favored, but they are
not of large area. While a number of localities did not get
enough ráin to entirely relieve
the situation, many localities
now have had ample rain. There
were many heavy rains that
covered large areas on Monday,
and Monday night there was a
steady rain of from two to three
hours duration that covered the
larger part of the county. At
Estancia, with a light shower in
the afternoon, the precipitation
was recorded at .71 of an inch.
The night rain was of about
three hours duration at Estancia.

42
43
44
45

46
47
48
49
50

$2.50
1.00
1.00
1.00
.50
.50
5.00
2.50
1.00

5.

nana you

!

45.00

395.00
1,735.00
360.00
250.00

135.00
1,760.00

C. M. Pearce, solicitor.
Pearce, C. M.
Beadle, Guy
Payne, Howard
Maes, A.
Torres, Juan
Torres, T.
Torres, P.
135.00 Hiñes, J. W.
1,760.00 Griego, H.
395.00
1,735.00
360.00
295 00

5,579.25 31,644.00 37.223.25
C. E. Davenport,

County Chairman.
Cedarvale and vicinity got a
big rain Sunday, some guessers
putting it at two inches. The rain
was accompanied by a severe
electrical storm, and there was
some loss of live stock by lightning, but no other damage has
That vicinity,
been reported.
although we have no direct report, must have shared in the
Monday's rains. Both crops and
range will be immensely benefitted by these rains.

$5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
$25.00

Progresso Grand Total $106.50
Estancia pledges paid since
last report:
Caussey, L. W.
$2.00
2.00
Manker, C. S.
2.00
Garvin, Edwin
4.00
Tracy, B. J.
Trácy, 3.
2.00
2.00
Evans, Harry
1.00
Roberts, A. W.
5.00
Dean, Paul
3.00
Wooldridge, Mrs. H. D.
5.00
Threadgill, Rev. J. W.
$28.00
Total
Estancia had $108.00 in pledg
es. To date only izu.w remains
unpaid.
It is earnestly requested that
all pledges remaining unpaid be
paid before July 29th, as the tonal report is to be made to
Denver on July 30th. We thank
you all for your ready response
help in this great work.
and
T
airo, ot rkj. jreieiBuii, rnk:n.
voouici

state was the worst ever- - It is
still 'he same animal, and it has
not changed its spots. Ihe individual components of the maEARNED A REST
chine are. no doubt, very pleasant gentlemen personally. But
as an organization they richly
The Mountainair Independent deserve to be retired from office
takes to Brother Bursum's''no by the voters.
politics" camouflage like a cat to
cream. The Messenger thinks
there is no possible chance for a
Democrat to squeeze into office
in Torrance county, that the
present officers are the best ever,
and that therefore the scheme to
cut out elections is just the stuff.
As to the Torrance county incumwill say
bents, the News-Heral- d
for Men, Women and Children.
that if any of them are not fitted
See our line. You'll save money by it,
for their jobs, they have had the
horse sense to choose deputies
But what
who are qualified.
about the state? Not longer than
two years ago the editor of the
Where Prices are Lowest
Independent was quite sure that
the Republican machine of the

r.

Children's Union Suits
Hosiery

HELLUMS

Wis

. .

HW&

this paper to the fact that while
mentioning some men seeking
office in the Republican party of
the county it overlooked some
others.
After mentioning the
others, the Record wants to know
in a querulous tone ot voice
where the News-Heralstands
d

politically.
The matter was not mentioned
in last week's issue because the

columns of the News-Heralwere crowded with more important matters.
Nearly all readers of the News- Herald understand perfectly well
where the paper stands political
ly, and for the information of
the Record we will say that it is
absolutely and strictly independent. Its political action is not
ordered according to the revenue
in sight, and it is under no obligations to sneeze wlien any poli
tician or bunch of politicians
take snuff.
It is wholly free to
judge men and measures accord
ing to their merits, and will do
so honestly,
without fear or
favor.
If Brother Bursum's innocent
plan of "no politics" is not
adopted this year, the paper will
take occasion, as the political
campaign progresses, to call attention to specific matters in the
records of the two principal par
ties in the state and will endeavor to be impartial in so doing.
In such event the Record may
gain further information by
watering the columns of this
paper.
d

"THE WOODS ARE FULL" OF SMOOTH. PLAUSIBLE MEN WHO
ARE GOING AROUND PEDDLING MOST ENTICING SCHEMES.
THEY HAVE GOLD ENGRAVED CERTIFICATES AND A CONVINCING LINE OF TALK.
BUT THEY ARE SWINDLERS.
IF THEY
HAD SOMETHING THAT WAS ANY GOOD, YOU COULD GET IT
FROM YOUR BANKER-O- R
YOU COULDN'T GET IT AT ALL.
PUT YOUR MONEY IN OUR BANK: WE WILL CHEERFULLY
ADVISE YOU HOW TO INVEST IT SAFELY.
THAT'S OUR BUSINESS.
COME TO OUR BANK.

Estancia Savings Bank

DIRECTORSA. 3. GREEN, 3. B. HERNDON, H. F. SHELTON
DR. C. 3. AMBLE, 3. S KELLY, ANNIE PORTER.

.M.MIMmllM
,

WOMAN'S

Min-

Frei-linge-

r,

NEAL JENSON, Cashier
C. A. BURRUSS. President
J. N. BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCash'r
C. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President.
Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
Meadows, A. Abbott, Robert Lynn.

THERE'S VALUE IN

BANK DEPOSITS
The bank deposits of the coun
ty according to the reports published for June 29th, totaled
$528,045.93, a shrinkage of only
,122 03 since the last previous
reports for May 10th, on which
date the total was $534,167.96.
On May 10 the deposits were
divided among the banking
towns as follows:
$276,858,48
Estancia
117,117.91
Mountainair
Willard
. 110,301.36
29,890.21
Encino
On June 29 the deposits were
divided as follows:
289,977.39
Estancia
108,043.58
Mountainair
102,799.90
Willard
27,225.06
Encino

Coal!

and Mrs. Roalkvam from

CLUB

The Woman's Club met with nesota, who is visiting Mrs. Bay.
After the business meeting
Mrs. Falconer at her country
Mrs. Falconer served a delicious
home on Friday last.
Almost a full membership and lunch assisted by her daughter
four visitors were present. The Caithness and Frances Kelly.
visitors were the two Mrs.
For long term farm loans see
Mrs. Fix of Mcintosh, H. V. Lipe.

$15.00

40

MORE MOISTURE

$2.50
2.50
5.00
2 50
1.00
6.00
5.00
5 00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
1.00
- 5.00

Two weeks ago the Willard
Record gave evidence of having
been nettled by a reference in

Slick Stranger

Dqnt let a

i'- -.

CANCELLED

CHECKS

Pay a bill by check, and there is no argument against the
evidence that check holds when it is returned to you cancelled at the end of the month,
A checking account at this bank is an insurance against
the double payment of bills, furnishing a clear and conFurthermore, it prevenient record of your transactions.
vents the squandering of change, and adds an appreciable
degree of character to your dealings.
We are here to serve the people of this vicinity and welcome the individual instead of the size of the account.

FARMERS

AND STOCKMENS

Coal!

BANK

Coal!

Help the Government by placing your coal
orders NOW. We have on hand now séveral
cars of both Cerillos and Clarks lump.

Cerillos Lump at $9.95 a Ton
Clarjcs Lump at $8.75 a Ton
i

Also a Car of Blacksmith Coal
BUY WAR SaVINGS STAMPS

Estancia Lumber Co.
HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL YOUR WANTS

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

North of Fifty-Thre-e
(Copyright:

Little, Brown

By BERTRAND W. SINCLAIR
A Co.)

Bartow shrugged his shoulders to a
way that made Hazel bring ber teeth
together and want to shake him.
Grlnell by then was hurrying up
with long strides. Hat ln band, be
bowed to her. "Miss Hazel Weir, I
believe?" be Interrogated.
"Tes," she confirmed.
Tm on the Times, Miss Welr,"
Grlnell went straight to tbe business In,
hand, "xon are aware, 1 presume,
that Mr. Andrew Bush willed yon a
sum of money under rather peculiar
conditions that Is, tbe bequest was
worded in a peculiar way. Probably
you have seen a reference to it in the
papers. It has caused a great deal of
Interest The Times would be pleased
to have a statement from you which
will tend to set at rest tbe curiosity of
the public. Some of the other papers
have Indulged in unpleasant Innuendo.
We would be pleased to publish your
side of tbe matter."
'I have no statement to nake," Ha
zel said coolly. "I nm not ln the least
concerned with what the papers print
or what the people say. I absolutely
refuse to discuss the matter."
Grlnell continued to point out with
the persistence and persuasive logic of
a good newspaper man bent on learn
ing what bis paper wants to know
the desirability of ber giving forth a
statement. And ln the midst of his
argument Hazel bade blm a curt "good
evening" and walked on. Barrow kept
step with her. Grlnell gave It up for
a bad job, evidently, for be turned
back.
They walked five blocks without a
word. Hazel glanced at Barrow now
and then, and observed wltn- - an uncom
fortable sinking of tbe heart that he
was sullen, openly resentful, suspi
cious.
"Johnnie-boy,- "
she said suddenly,
"don't look so cross. Surely you don't
oíame me because Mr. Bush wills me a
sum of money ln a way that makes
people wonder?"
"I can't understand it at all," he
said slowly. "It's very peculiar and
deuccdly unpleasant
Why should he
leave you money at all? And why
should he word the will as he did?
What wrong did he ever do you?"
"None," Hazel answered shortly. His
tone wounded her, cut her deep, so
eloquent was It of distrust "The only
wrong be has done me lies ln willing
me tnat money as he did."
nut there's an explanation for
that," Barrow declared moodily.
"There's a key to the mystery, and If
anyooay nas it you have. What Is it?"
"Jack," Hazel pleaded, "don't take
that tone with me. I can't stand it I
won't I'm not a little child to be
scolded and browbeaten.
This morning wben you telephoned you were almost Insulting, and It hurt me dread
fully. You're angry now, and suspicious. You seem to think I must have
done some dreadful thing.
I know
what you're thinking. The Gazette
hinted at some 'affair' between me and
Mr. Bush; that possibly that was a
sort of
reparation for ruining me. If that didn't make me an
gry. It would amuse me it's so absurd.
Haven't you any faith ln me at all? I
haven t done anything to be ashamed
of. Tve got nothing to conceal."
"Don't conceal It, then," Barrow
muttered sulkily. "I've got a right to
know whatever there is to know if
I'm going to marry you. You don't
seem to have any idea what this sort
of talk that's going around means to
a man."
Hazel stopped short and faced him.
Her heart pounded slckenlngly, and
hurt pride and rising anger choked her
for an fnstant But she managed to
speak calmly, perbaps with added
calmness by reason of the struggle
she was compelled to make for

"Saw It In the paper. Why?"
taurant She wanted a chance to read,
"Nothing, except that be Is supposed more than food. She did not unfold
to be dying and be wanted to see the paper until she was seated.
me. At least well, read the note,
A column beading on the front page
Hazel answered.
caught her eye. The caption read:
'
glanced
Barrow
HAVE BEEN IDLY MADE
over tbe missive "Andrew Bush Leaves Money to Steand frowned.
nographer."
And under It the sub"What do yon suppose he wanted head: "Wealthy Manufacturer Makes
you for?" be asked.
Synopsis. Miss Hnzel Weir Is employed as a stenographer In the
Peculiar Bequest to Miss Hazel Welr."
"How should I know?" Hazel evaded.
office of Harrington & Bush at Granville, Ontario.
The story ran a full column, and had
She Is engaged to
"Seems funny," be remarked slowly. to do with his Interment There was
young real estate agent Mr. Bush, Hazel's employer,
Jack Barrow,
"Oh,
forget
let's
came
a great deal of matter anent the prinsuddenly notices her attractiveness and at once makes her his private
it" Hazel
and sat down on the couch by him.
cipal beneficiaries.
But that which
stenographer.
After three months Bush proposes marriage. Hazel
don't know of any reason why he formed the basis of the heading was a
refuses, and after a stormy scene. In which Bush warns her be will
should want to see me. It was cer- codicil appended to the will a few
make her sorry of her action, Hazel leaves the office, never to return.
tainly a peculiar request for him to hours before hU death, In which he did
make. But that's no reason why we "give and bequeath to Hazel Welti un
"Evenln", Miss Welr, 'Ave you 'eard should let It bother us. If he's really til lately ln my employ, tbe sum of
CHAPTER II Continue
so badly hurt the chances are he'a out five thousand dollars ln reparation for
about Mr. Bush, pore gentleman!' of
his head. Don't scowl at that bit any wrong I may have done her."
Hazel stared, aghast, astounded. Mrs. Stout was very English.
paper so, Johnnie-boy.- "
of
Hazel stared at the sheet and her
"Mr. BushI No. Whnt about him?"
She was not at all sorry ; she was perBarrow
and kissed her, and face burned. She could understand
haps a trifle ashamed. But the humor
"'E was 'nrt shockln' bad this awft' the subjectlaughed
why Jack Barrow bad hung up
dropped
now
was
forthwith.
k
of the thing appealed to her most noon," Mrs. Stout related. "Out
they went out for a short walk. his receiver with a slam. She could
strongly of all. In spite of herself, she
rldln', and 'Is 'oree ran away Later
In n hour or so Barrow left for borne, picture him reading that article and
smiled as she reached once more for with Mm, and fell on Mm. Fell all of a promising
to
her hat And this time Mr. Bush did 'eap, they say.
Terrible terrible! for Thursday have the concert tickets
night
The pore man Isn't expected to Uve.
not attempt to restrain her.
took
liazel
the note out of ber belt
She breathed a sigh of relief when 'Is back's broke, they say. Wat
and read It again when sbe reached
she had gained the street, and sb did pity I Shockln' accident indeed,"
room. Why should he want to
Miss Welr voiced perfunctory sym- her
not In the least car if her departure
see
her? Sbe wondered at tbe man's
during business hours excited any cu pathy, as was expected of her, seeing
persistence.
He had Insulted ber, acrloslty in the main office. Moreover, that she was an employee of the firm
cording to her view of It doubly in
he was doubly glad to be away from or bad been lately. But close upon
her with threats and an en
Bush.
that she escaped to her own room, sulted
forced caress. Perhaps he merely
"He lookeA perfectly devilish." she She did not relish sitting there dis wanted to beg
her pardon; she bad
told herself. "My, I loathe that man I cussing Mr. Andrew Bush.
of men doing such things ln
Nevertheless she kept thinking of heard
Marry him? The
He is dangerous.
their
last
moments.
But she could not
him long after she went to bed. She
Idea !"
conceive of Mr. Andrew Bush being
She knew that she must have cut was not at all vindictive, and his mis- sorry for anything
he did. And so sbe
fortune, the fact If the report were
him deeply In a man's tenderest spot
could not grasp the reason for that
his
But Just how well she true that he was facing his end, eleventh-hou- r
summons. But she could
had gauged the look and possibilities stirred ber pity.
that a repetition of such incidents
The report of his Injury was verified see
of Mr. Andrew Bush, Hazel scarcely
might
put
In a queer light Other
her
In the morning papers. By evening It
realized.
roik might begin
wonder and inquire
"I wont tell Jack," she reflected. had pretty well passed out of Hazel's why Mr. Andrew toBush
took such an
"He'd prooably want to thrash him. mind. She had mora pleasant con
Interest" ln her a mere stenogra
And that would stir up a lot of horrid cems. Jack Barrow drooped ln about pher. Well, she
told herself, she did
to ask if sbe wanted to go
talk. Iiear me, that's one experience
not care so long as Jack Barrow's
I don't want repeated. I wonder If he with him to a concert during the week. ears were
not
by talk. She
assailed
ronoe court to his first wife In that They were sitting ln the parlor, by
a front window, chattering to each smiled at that for she could picture
other, but not so engrossed that they the reception any scandal peddler Watched for Jack From a Window
fashion 7"
would get from him.
She laughed when she caught her- failed to notice a carriage drawn by
That Commanded the Street
The next day's papers contained tbe
self scrubbing vigorously with bet two splendid grays pull np at the front
handkerchief at the place where bis gate. The footman, ln brown livery, obituary of Mr. Andrew Bush. He had gritting his teeth. Her hands clenched
lips had torched her cheek. She was got down and enme to the door. Hazel died shortly after midnight And de till the knuckles stood white nnder
primitive enough In her Instincts to knew the carriage. She had seen Mr. spite the fact that sbe held no grudge, the smooth skin, and then quite ab
feel a trifle Blad of having retaliated Andrew Bush abroad ln it many a Hnzel felt a sense of relief. He was ruptly she got up and left the restau
in what ber training compelled her to time. She wondered if there was some powerless to annoy or persecute her, rant even while a waiter hurried to
her order. If she bad been
consider a "perfectly hoydenlsh" man- further annoyance ln store for her, and and she could not escape the convic- take
tion that be would have attempted man, and versed in profanity, she
ner. But she could hot deny that It frowned at the prospect
could have cursed Andrew Bush till
She heard Mrs. Stout answer the both had he lived.
hnd proved wonderfully effective.
She had now been Idle a matter of his soul shuddered on Its Journey
bell ln person.
There was a low days.
Nearly three months were yet through Infinite space. Being a woman,
mumble of voices. Then the landlady
CHAPTER II.
she wished only a quiet place to cry.
appeared ln the parlor doorway, the to eiapse Deiore ner weuuing.
It seemed scarcely worth while to
footmnn behind her.
"I Do Give and Bequeath."
CHAPTER III.
She had
"This Is the lady." Mrs. Stout in look for another position.
When Jack Barrow called again,
which happened to be that very eve- dicated Hazel, "A message for yon. enough money saved to do everything
Explanation
An
Demanded.
she wanted to do. It was not so much
ning, Hazel told him simply that she Miss Welr."
Hazel's pride came to her rescue be- The liveried person bowed and ex lack of money, the need to earn, as
had left Harrington & Busb, without
was
for
she
borne. Instinc
monotony
Irked
Idleness
the
that
of
entering Into any explanation except tended an envelope. "I was Instructed
tively
refuge.
the general one that she had found It to deliver this to you personally," he her. She bad acquired tbe habit of where she had turned to that
she could lock herself ln her
impossible to get on with Mr. Bush In said, and lingered as If be looked for work, and that Is a thing not lightly own
room
cry
protest
against
her
and
shaken off. But during that day sbe
her new position. And Jack, being further instructions.
together the different Gran It all. But she bad done no wrong,
more concerned with her than with her
Hazel looked at the envelope. She gathered
nothing
which
to
be ashamed, and
of
papers,
over
ville
carefully
went
and
could not understand why, under the
work, gave the matter scant consideraKnowing tbe when the first shock of the news arany message should the "want" columns.
tion.
circumstances,
up
ticle wore off,
bead
This was on a Friday.
The next come to her through such a medium. town as she did, she was enabled to and refused to she threwwhat her world
consider
the
undesirable
forenoon Hazel went downtown. When But there was her name Inscribed. She eliminate the unlikely,
large
Bhe
at
So
went
might
think.
was
places.
Thus by evening she
tibe returned, a little before eleven, the glanced up. Mrs. Stout gazed past the
armed with a list of firms and Individ back to the office at one o'clock and
maid of all work was putting the last footman with an air of frank anticipa
requiring
a stenographer. And took up her work. Long before eve
uals
'ouches to her room. The girl pointed tlon. Jack also was looking. But the
ning she sensed that others had read
to sn oblong package on a chair.
landlady caught Hazel's glance and ln the morning she sallied forth.
'If you
going to marry me," she
Her quest ended with the first place the Gazette. Not that anyone men repeated, are
"That came for you a little while backed out the door, and Hazel opened
"you have got a right to
tioned it, but sundry curious glances
years
she sought. The fact of two
ngo, Bliss Weir." she said. "Mr. Bush's the letter.
know
all there Is to know. Have I
made her painfully aware of the fact
carriage brought It."
The note was brief and to the point service with the biggest firm ln Gran
She had Just reached the first land' refused to explain? I haven't had
ville was ample recommendation; ln
"Mr. Bush's carriage !" Hazel echoed.
much
chance
to explain yet. Have I
Ing
of her boarding house when she
Miss
Mr. Bush, being seriously addition to which the office manager, it
"Tes'm. Regular swell turnout, with Injured Weir:
refused to tell you anything?
and unable to write, bids me say
Would
the telephone bell, and a second any
footman In brown livery. My, you that he Is very anxious to see you. lie developed ln their conversation, had heard
reasonable explanation make an
his carriage to convey you here. His known her father in years gone by. or two later the landlady called.
could see the girls peeking all along sends
Impression
you
your
on
present
In
physicians fear that he will not survive So before ten o'clock Miss Hazel Welr
"Oh, Miss Welr I Telephone."
the square when It stopped at our tbe night, hence
he begs of you to come. was entered on the pay roll of a
Barrow's voice balled her over the frame of mind, I don't want to marry
door. It quite flustered the missus."
Very truly,
you
you
if
me.
Why,
can't
trust
I
house.
It was line.
ETHEL R. WATSON.
The girl lingered a second, curiosity
I'll be out by seven," said he. "We couldn't I wouldn't marry you any
Nurse In Waiting.
not a permanent position ; one of their
writ large on her countenance. Plainly
time,
any
or
place,
conthose
under
had
a
better
We
walk.
talk
can't
take
111
and was likely
"The Idea! Of course I won't! 1 girls had been taken
she wished to discover what Miss HaIn the parlor ; there'll probably be a ditions, no matter how much I may
zel Weir would be getting In a paékage wouldn't think of such a thing 1" Hazel to take up her duties again In six lot of
old tabbies there out of sheer foolishly care for you."
suited
two
months.
But
or
that
weeks
exclaimed.
that was delivered In so aristocratic
"There's Just one thing, Hnzel," Bar
curiosity."
put
She
could
all
Hazel
better.
the
a
to
second,"
"Just
she
said
foot
the
manner.
a
But Hazel was In no mood
All right," Hazel agreed, and bung row persisted stubbornly. "There must
ln tbe time usefully, and have a breathto gratify anyone's curiosity. She was man.
have been something between you and
up.
Over on the parlor mantel lay some ing spell before her wedding.
angry at the presumption of Mr. AnShe dressed herself. Unconsciously Bush. You're not helping yourself by
Three days went by. Hazel attended
Sli
drew Bush. It was an excellent way sheets of paper and envelopes.
getting
on your dignity and talking
borrowed a pencil from Barrow and the concert with Jack the evening of tbe truly feminine asserted its domi about my not
of subjecting ber to remark.
nance the woman anxious to please
trusting you, Instead of
os
day
Bush
Andrew
received
Mr.
the
She drew off ber gloves, and, laying
propitiate her lover. She put on explaining these things."
tentatious burial. At ten the next and
aside her hat picked up a newspaper,
A
ago," Hazel told him
morning tbe telephone girl called her. a dainty summer dress, rearranged her quietly,short time
and begun to read. The girl, wltn no
"Mr. Bush asked me to marry
powdered away all trace of tbe
"Someone wants you on tbe phone, hair,
excuse for lingering, reluctantly gathhim.
tears that Insisted on coming as soon
I refused, of course. He"
Miss Welr," she said.
ered up ber broom and dustpan, and
You refused!" Barrow Interrupted
as
reached the sanctuary of ber
Hazel took up the dangling receiver, ownsbe
departed.
When she was gone, and
room. And then she watched for cynically.
"Most girls would have
"Hello!"
not till then. Miss Weir Investigated
Jack from a window that commanded Jumped at the chance."
the parcel.
"That you, Hnzel T
'Jack!" she protested.
the street
She recognized the voice, half guess
Roses two dozen
Ln
'Well," Barrow defended, "he was
Barrow appeared at last. She went
ing it would be he, since no one but down to meet him before
Frances filled the room with their
almost
a millionaire,
rang
I've got
the
he
Jack Barrow would be likely to ring bell. Just behind blm came a tall ing out my hands andandmy brain. noth
delicate odor when she removed the
But
pasteboard cover. And set edgewise
her up.
man in a gray suit This individual suppose you did refuse him. How does
among the stems she found bis card.
"Surely. Doesn't it sound like me?" turned ln at the gate, bestowing a nod that account for tbe five thousand dol
Miss Weir turned up ber small nose.
"Have you seen the morning pa upon Barrow and a keen glance at her lars?"
pers?"
"I wonder If he sends these as a
as be passed.
'I think," Hazel flung back passion
sort of peace offering!" she snorted.
"No. What " ' '
"That's Grlnell, from the Times." ately, "I'll let you find that out for
wonder
few
a
If
hours
of
"I
reflection
Particularly the Barrow muttered sourly. "Come on; yourself. You've said enough now to
Look 'em over.
has made him realize Just bow exceedGazette."
let's get away from here. I suppose make me hate you almost Your very
ingly caddish be acted?
Well, Mr.
manner's an Insult."
The harsh rattle of a receiver he's after you for an Interview."
Bonn. I'll return your unwelcome gift
Hazel turned ln beside blm silently.
slammed boca) on its hook without
though they are beautiful flowers."
even a "good-by- "
from him struck her Right at the start she found herself
And she did forthwith, squandering
Hazel seeka refuge In the far
like a slap ln the face. She hung up resenting Barrow's tone, bis manner.
40 cents on
messenger boy to deliver
slowly, and went back to her work. She bad done nothing to warrant sus
Northwest, where she obtains a
them to Mr. Bush at his office. She
Never since their first meeting, and picion from him. But sha loved him,
position as schoolteacher and
wished him to labor under no misapthey had not been exempt from lovers' and she hoped abe could convince him
immediately after her arrival at
prehension as to her attitude.
Barrow Glanced Over the Missive and quarrels, had Jack Barrow ever spo that It was no more than a passing un
Cariboo Meadowa she gets her
The next day Sunday she spent
ken to ber like that Even through the pleasantness, for which sba was noFrowned.
first glimpse of "Roaring Bill"
with Jack Barrow on a visit to his
telephone the resentful note ln bis wise to blame.
Wagstaff. Tha Introduction was
anuria in a nearby town. They parted, scribbled a brief refusal. The foot- voice grated on her and mystified her.
'Hang It!" Barrow growled, before
startling, to aay tha least The
as was tbelr custom, at the door. It man departed with ber answer. Hazel
She was chained to her work which, they had traversed the first block.
Incident la a part of the next
was still early In the
turned to find Jack staring his puzzle- despite her agitation, she managed to "Here cornea Grlnell I I suppose that
Installment.
or thereabouts and Hazel went ment.
wade through without any radical er- old cat of a landlady pointed na out
Into the parlor on the first floor, Mrs.
"What did he want?" Barrow asked rors until noon. The
e
No dodging blm now."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Mont and one of her boarders sat bluntly. "That was tin Bush turnout Intermission gave ber opportunity to
There's no earthly reason why I
(here ht1ng, and at Hazel's entrance wasn't It?"
hurry up the street and bny a Gazette. should dodge him, as yon pnt it" Hag
the landlady greeted ber with a
"Tea heard about Mr. Bush getting Then, instead of going home to her sel replied stiffly, "I'm not an escaped areAmerican to exportera of pickled fish
asked
communicate with a fins
:
H at
hurt, didn't job!" aha Inquired.
luncheon. sha entered tbe nearest res criminal."
la British Guiana,

BUSH'S THREATS TO MAKE HAZEL SUFFER FOR HER
JECTION OF HIS PROPOSAL ARE FOUND NOT TO
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MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Fat
to
Fat
to
Fat

DENVER MARKET.
Catile.
steers, grassers, choice
tl6.6016.Sl
prime
steers, grasssers, good
14.00 16.26
choice
steers, grassers, fair

18.00 14.00
to good
11.00 1Í.0O
Heifers crime
Cows, Ut, good to choice. 10.0011.00
9.26
8 60
Cows, fair to good
8.0U
00
Cows, common to fair....
8.75
7.00
Bulls
Feeders, good to choice... 10.0011.50
9.00 10.00
Feeders, fair to good
Blockers, good to choice.. 10.00 10.76
Stockers, fair to good..., 9.00 10.00
8.76
Btockers, medium to fair. 8.00
.
Hogs.
18.85
818.10
Oaod hogs

S16.5017.60
11.6012.25

Lambs
Bwes
Yearling
Wethers

18.25
18.00

18.76
12.60

HAV AMU URAIN MARKET.
F. O. B Denver. Carload Prlee.
limy.
Buying Price.
Colorado Upland, per ton. .$16.0018.0O
Nebraska Upland, per ton. 15.0016.00
Prairie Hay, Colorado and
15.0016.0
Nebraska, per ton
16.00 18.00
Timothy, per ton
14.0015.00
Alfalfa, per ton
18.0020.00
tón
South Park, per
Gunnison Valley, per ton. .17.00 18.00
6.00
Straw, per ton
C rniu.
Oats, Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying. .82.60
2.60
Colorado oats, bulk, buying
3.85
Corn chop, sack, selling
3.3
Corn in sack, selling
2.99
Gluten feed, sacked, selling
Bran, Colo., per loo lbs., selling. 1.62
Kluur.
Hungarian Patent, 98 lbs., sacked
4.75
subject to discount
Hungarian. 48 lbs., sacked, subject
2.36 !4
to discount
POULTRY,

Dressed Poultry.
The following prices on live poultry
are net F .O. B. Denver:
32
30
Turkeys, fancy d. p
25
24
Turkeys, old toma
22
Turkeys, choice
20
27
Hens, lb
30
27
Ducks, young
27
25
GecBe
18
15
Roosters
Live Poultry.
12
Roosters, lb
10
25
23
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
25
22
Hens
27
26
Ducks, young
30
Ducklings, lb
24
22
Geese
36
35
Broilers, 1
to 2 lbs
Eggs.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F. O.
B. Denver
86
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.:...
O.
13.
27
Denver
Butter.
45
Creameries, ex. lat grade,
41
Creameries, 2d grade, lb..,
Process
39
Packing stock
33

Fruit,

Apples, Colo., fancy, box
82.003.00
Gooseberries, crate
2.25
Cherries, Col., pie,
crt. 2.002.50
Vegetables.
Asparagus, lb
10
12
Beans, navy, cwt
12.0013.00
Beans, pinto, cwt
9.00
Beans, lima, lb
16
Cleans, green, lb
12
10
12
Vax beans
Beets, Colo., doz. bunches 30
35
Beets, new. cwt
4.00
30
Carrots, dz. bunhes
35
Carrots, cwt
6.00
Cabbage, new. Colo
4.00Í& 4.50
Cauliflower, lb
16
10
Celery, homegrown, doz... 1.00
Cucumbers, H. H doz... 1.25
1.75
Lettuce, head
60
60
Lttuce, curly, doz.
40
60
Onions, table, doz
20
25
Onions, Crystal Wax .... 1.50
1.75
Parsley, dos.
15gj
26
Peas, Colo., lb
10
Potatoes, new, cwt
3.25
8.50
Potatoes, cwt
2.50
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb.17
20
Turnips, cwt
,. . 3.6O 4.00
Turnips, Colo., doz. bunch 26
30
MISCELLANEOUS

MARKETS.
Prices for Metals.
New York. Lead 88. 00 8.06
Copper 825.62.
Silver 99 c.
St. Louis. Spelter 88. 45 8.50.
London. Bar silver, 48d per ounce.
Boulder, Colo. Tungsten concentrates,
60 per-- cent, 822.0022.50
per
Crude ores, 60 per cent, 822.0025unit.
per cent, tl2.0012.60; 10 per cent.
S9.4012.20.
Price of Mugar.
New York.
Muirnr
Panl.lf.,.1 '
6.055; fine granulated, 7.50.
Coffee.
New York. Coffee Rio Nn 7 iu
'
July, 8.08c; October, 8.31c.
Chicago Live stock Quotation.
ChicaKO.
HoiFR
Rllltr
nf oula.,
(17.4018.a6; butchers, 118.00 18.26!
packing, 817.1619.90;
light. 818.10
18. d5; rough, 816.5017.10;
pigs, 817.00
Cattle Tod. 18.30: dlntm.,, tA
817.90. both new varri rannrria- - i,
cattle good, choice and prime, 817.00
o. a, cuuinioii ana meaium, lll.&ufig
17.00: butcher stock, cows and
88.0014.60; canners and cutters, 86 90
8.00: stockers and feeders,
good,
choice and fancy, 810.5013.00: com-mo- n
and medium, 88.2510.50;
veal
calves, good and choice, 816.5017.25
Sheen Tod Western lamhr sisar.
top natives, 818.60; choice feeder lambs
i.du; lamos, choice and prime, 818 40
18.65: medium and good. 816
K;.:i
18.40: cull. S12.00i16.0o.
and prime, 112.76011.60; medium and
good, 810.5012.76; culls, 86.00.5O.
Butter, Ens, Potatoes and Poultry
am
ChlcaaO.
Butter
44c.
Eggs
(,-Firsts. 37
firsts, 36 37c; at mark, casea Includ '
36
38c.
Potatoes Virginia barrels.
85.76 a
6.26;
Kentucky
Rose.
82.76
white, 82.75(92.85;
Mississippi triumphs,
83.003.10;
early Ohlos, 82.502.76; CaliforniaIllinois
83.003.26; California white. 82.90red
Poultry. Fowls. 829c; springs, S6c
Kaaaa City Produee.
Kansas city Mo. Butter
Creamery.
C; second"' 38c; pack-Eging; 32"'
Firsts. 87c; seconds. 81c
25C;

hlrr

"

broller.:"6""'

"

r",er''

HIDES AND PELTS.
lb
... Pound.'
30c
Flint, fallen, lb
28c
Film, bull and stag, lb..." ....
16c
Flint, culls and glue. lb..
16a
Salt hide
20i22c
Horse hides, one-ha- lf
to'
two-thirprice of green salt.
Green Salted, Cured Hidra.
Over 40 lbs., lb. .......
Under 50 lb., lb
iiZI,
Glue hide and skins, lb.
!S
Bulls and stags, lb......"
Part cured, lb.
ii10
Green, ic lb. less than cured'
Dry Flint Pelt.
Wool pelts, lb
Short wool pelt
"
Butcher .hearlings. No. i,
Me. 1 Murrain .hearing, ib lb

Flint, butcher,

"

.2Í

J,

,
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Lemon Juice
For Freckles
Make beauty lotion at
Glrlil
home for a few centa. Try Itl

His Occupation.
"What does he do for his country?"
genera"He's an automatic hot-ai- r
tor." Detroit Free Press.

Chances Are She Had.
He "I'm afraid you'll be shocked
by this story!" She "I will be It I
haven't heurd It." Widow.

Sometimes a Safe Bet.
"Dubb says he'll run for senator."
"Bet he won't go faster than
walk."

Thousands of railroad shop men
have been lured by high shipyard pay.

Squeeze the Juice of two lemons Into
containing three ounces of
orchard white, shake well, and you
have a quarter pint of the best freckle,
sunburn nnd tnn lotion, and complexion whltener. at very, very small cost.
Your grocer has the lemons and
any drug store or toilet counter will
supply three ounces of orchard white
for a few cents. Massage this sweetly
fragrant lotion Into the face, neck,
arms and hands and see how freckles,
sunburn and tan disappear and how
clear, soft and white the skin becomes,
íes I It is harmless. Adv.
a bottle

An Exception.
old proverb says, "The anvil
lasts longer than the hammer."
Thanks be, there is a beautiful exception to it. Take the case of the
brave hoys yho nre hammering away
at the kniser and his brood.
An

village. 2 French patrol fighting the Huns, oe of
1 British tank moving to the attack through a
Retheir number having been killed. 3 Members of the Women's Camouflage corps painting the land battleship
cruit in Union square. New York.
shell-swe-

NEWS REVIEW OF
THE PAST WEEK
Fifth German Offensive, on the
Mame, Quickly Checked by

French and Yankees.
START DRIVE

OF THEIR OWN

Line North of Chateau Thierry Pushed
Huns Lose Heavily in
Eastward
Fierce Fighting East and
UImb
n
Raima.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.

Up to the hour of writing, Germany's
"supreme effort" to win a Teutonic
victory by smashing through the allies' lines has been a dismal and costly
failure. The Huns had gained nothing
worth mentioning, and had lost perhaps
100,000 men. More than that. It appeared they had lost their last chance
to demojish the defenses of the allies,
and had sustained a defeat that would
play havoc with the morale of their
troops and with the support of the
civilian population of Germany.
As soon as the German offensive
seemed safely checked, General Foch
took the Initiative and put on a drive
of his own that sent a thrill through
French and
all the allied countries.
American troops, secretly and carefully concentrated, were launched In a
mile
great attack on a twenty-fiv- e
front between Belleau wood and the
taken
was
enemy
Alsne river. The
completely by surprise, and the allies,
following a tremendous rolling barrage, advanced swiftly taking on the
first day more than twenty towns and
villages, many cannon and large numThey then were
bers of prisoners.
close to Solssons, commanding it with
their guns, and were In the outskirts
of Neuilly St. Front. Culchy, the key
to the Chateau Thierry sector, was
threatened; many of the railways and
roads of supply for the German armies
In the south were cut or under shell
Are, and It appeared that Ludendorff
would have to act quickly and
fully or be driven entirely out of the
Chateau Thierry salient If not back
to the Alsne.
As this Is written the battle in that
region Is still going on, with the German resistance stiffened by the bringing up of fresh troops. The Franco-America- n
drive at least served to lessen the Hun pressure on the defensive
lines about Helms, though It was premature to say that the ancient cathedral city would not have to be evacuated, or that the Germans In the
Mame district had been beaten to a
standstill. Severe as was their cheek,
they still had great forces In reserve.

tained a powerful assault on Taux, customary gallantry and determinawest of Chateau Thierry, and though tion, and the Italiana on that front
were not behind them In this. If more
forced out of that village momentarily,
they regained possession of It by a stress la laid on the bravery of the
Then, far- Americans, It Is only because the othbrilliant counter-attactimes
ther to the east, at the Jaulgonne ers have proved themselves years.
bend of the Marne, they were called without number In the last four
of
reports
the allies
All the latest
on to check a tremendous rush of
Huns across the river. Their advanced state that the situation la entirely satline fell back, the guns all the time isfactory and Improving hourly.
slaughtering the Germans who were
At first It was thought by many that
trying to get over with pontoons and
Then the main Une LudendorfTs offensive In the Marne
canvas boats.
of defense came Into action, changed region was not Intended to be bis main
itself Into a Une of offense, and swept effort but masked a plan to attack
At
the enemy back across or Into the elsewhere. nerhaDa In Flanders.
river, killing great numbers and cap- the end of the week there were still
some observers who believed this, but
turing about 1,800, Including a complete brigade staff.
The fighting In It seemed very doubtful. At the same
Intime, It was hard to figure out how he
that sector continued with great
could expect to derive any great benetensity, but the Americans command
fit from success where he attacked.
ed the river front at the bend.
If he had attained his supposed
J Americans, In co Even
objectives
and captured Epernay,
On Tuesday the
operation with the French, launched Chalons, the Mountain at Reims anda
he would be no nearer
heavy attacks between St. Agnan and Mont-Mlral- l,
southeast of decisive victory than before, and was
La Chapelle-Monthodoof
Jaulgonne, where the Germans had certain to lose an enormous number tomen. Instead of turning westward
In getting considerable
succeeded
to
attempting
The enemy ward Paris, he was
forces across the river.
was driven back steadily and both move to the east and south and the
these villages, as well as others, were road to the capital would still be
closed to him.
From Dormans, northrecaptured.
If Ludendorff really plans an offen
ward toward Reims, In a sector held
forces, the Huns at sive In Flanders, the British there are
by Franco-Italia-n
ready to meet It. Several times
getting
first advanced two or three miles,
last week they advanced their lines.
but occupied no positions of importaking possession of positions that matance and were unable to dlsorganiae
In the least the defensive line of the terially strengthened their defenses.
By Wednesday the Germans The British airmen were especially acallies.
were making their greatest efforts tive and there were numerous bombraids oyer territory held by the
In
this sector, trying to force ing
But Germans and on German towns.
their way toward Epernay.
ta
by this time the French were
troops In Albania
The Franco-Italia- n
manifestly holding the upper hand,
eagerly continued their victorious progress
and they counter-attacke- d
way well to
made
week
and
last
their
and spiritedly, retaking every piece of
ground which the Germans occupied the north and east, threatening the
flank of the enemy In Macedonia. The
by their desperate efforts. Nearly evpolitical effect of this offensive already
ery attempt of the enemy to advance
Is becoming apparent In Austria-Hu- n
was repulsed almost before It started. gary.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
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Save the Babies
MORTALITY is something frightful. We can hardly retKiMvJiat
per cent.,
INFANT the children born in civilized countries, twenty-tw- o
n
die before they reach one year;
or nearly
before
before they are five, and
per cent., or more than
they are fifteen I
We do not hesitate to say that a timely use of Castoria would save
many of these precious lives. Neither do we hesitate to say that many
of these infantile deaths are occasioned by the use of narcotic preparations.
Drops, tinctures and soothing syrups sold for children's complaints contain
more or less opium or morphine. They are, in considerable quantities,
deadly poisons. In any quantity, they stupefy, retard circulation and lead
to congestions, sickness, death. There can be no danger in the use of Castoria if it bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher
)
as it contains no opiates or narcótica of any kind. Or
ÍcU&(
Castoria always bears the signature of 9t
thirty-eeve-

r,

one-ha- ll

one-thir-d,
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Cuticura Stops Itching,
The Soap to cleanse and Ointment to
soothe and beat most forms of itching,
burning skin and scalp affections.
Ideal for toilet use. For free samples
address, "Cuticura, Dept. X, Boston.'
Sold by druggists and by mall. Soap
25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
The Busy Moments.
"Bligglns complains that he Is overworked."
"Yes. But he never seems as busy
as when he Is making just that com.
plaint."
Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers.

Adv.

,
His Training.
"He certninly is a man of fetching
manners." "Why not? He used to be
a waiter."

FRECKLES
IW

I tht Tim U Gel Rid of These Ugly Spoti
There! no longer the ullghtwit need of feeling

Mliamed

of

your

freckles,

aa

Ot bine

double

trengtb la guaranteed to remore these homely

rienna Sausage
A Refreshing Change
tenderness of the meat, the delicacy
are noticeable the mo
ment you taste Libby's Vienna Sausage.
For it is made from morsels of choice meats,
seasoned with the greatest care to bring
out all the rich, savoty flavor.
Serve Libby's Vienna Sausage today. Not
only is it a refreshing change, but a hearty
and inexpensive meat.

THEthe seasoning

spots.
Simply

get an ounce of Oth ine double
strength from your druggist, and apply a little
ef It night and morning and you should soon set
even
the wornt freckles have begun to disthat
appear, while the lighter ones have vanished entirely. It la seldom that more than one ounce
Is oeeded to completely clear the akin and gain
a beautiful clear completion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Ottiloe,
aa thin la sold under' gusrnntee of money back
if it laii 10 remove irecaies. aot.

Restful.
"Sapleigh is always thinking of himself." "Yes; in that way he avoids
having much on his mind."
KIDNEY TROUBLE

OFTEN

CAUSES SERIOUS BACKACHE
When your back aches, and your bladder and kidneys seem to be disordered,
go to your nearest drug store and get a
It
bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- .
for ailmentB
ia a physician's prescription
of the kidneys and bladder.
It haa stood the test of years and has
a reputation for quickly and effectively
giving results in thousands of cases.
This preparation bo very effective, has
Get a
been placed on sale everywhere.
bottle, medium or large size, at your neardruggist.
est
However, if you wish first to test this
preparation send ten centa to Dr. Kilmer
ft Co., Biníhamton, N. Y., for a sample
bottle. When writing be sure and men
tion this paper. Adv.

Ubby, McNeill

Libby, Chicago

Hot Weather Hits Us
Hardest in Stomach
Keep a close watch on yourstom-ac- h
this summer. We need all our
War work-cha- nge
fighting strength.
of diet will make us all
easier prey to stomach and bowel
trouble than ever before. It is so
easy to become overheated on a
blazing hot day, especially after
eating a hearty meal. And then
the excessive heat makes us flood
our stomachs with all kinds of
cold drinks. That's bad at any
time; much worse even dangerous when there is the slightest
feeling of stomach trouble.
Keep the stomach sweet and
cool and free from too much acid
that's about all that is necessary.' It's not so much the diet
as to keep the poison from starting trouble. You can easily do
this if you will just take a tablet or
two of EATONIC after your meals.

EATONIC is the wonderful new
compound that absorbs the harmful gases and juices and almost
instantly drives away stomach
misery.
Instead of sudden and painful
attacks of indigestion, after yon
begin using EATONIC you'll forget you have a stomach. And there
will be no more heartburn, food
repeating, sour stomach, gas pains,
or that lumpy, bloated feeling you have)
so often experienced after eating. Then
your appetite you know bow nard HI
is to satisfy in hot weather eat one or
two EATONIC Tablets a half boor before meals and yon will enjoy the results and feel better in every way.

The swiftest and most complete
The Chinese government has decid'
check sustained by the Germans was ed to send a force to Vladivostok to
east of Reims, between Pompelle fort
with the allies, but It Is
and Main de Massiges. Expecting en probable nothing more will be done
easy victory there, .they met with a now except to protect the frontiers of
crushing defeat at the hands of the China. Japan was much excited last
French troops under General Gouraud.
week over the proposition to send a
This gallant commander, who lost an great expedition
The
Into Siberia.
arm at the Dardanelles, had disposed
press insisted the United States bad
his men with the utmost cleverness.
submitted to Japan a proposal for such
These are a few reasons why yon
When the German bombardment
action, though this was not officially
should start using EATON IC today and
one of the most terrific ever confirmed.
Switzfortify yonrstomacb against the chance)
The snlury of the president of
known, the French, except for machine
The provisional government of Sitrouble this summer. It costa only 60o
gun crews in blockhouses, retired to beria, located at Harbin, Is growing In erland amounts to $2,200 a year, with
for a big package. Your druggist whom
$3,000 for expenses. Q
shelter. Then the observers announyou know and can trust, will promptly
strength, but may be reorganized soon an additional
ced that the advance was starting, and owing to dissatisfaction wi(h General
refund your money if yon are not
of
birthplace
the
was
Ga.,
Savannah,
instantly the enemy was swept by a Horvath, who put himself at Its head.
more than satisfied.
the Girl Scouts of America.
devastating fire from cannon, machine It Is said the Czecho-Slovak- s
have
guns and rifles. The blockhouses re agreed to
with Horvath.
tnrded the Huns, large numbers ol These troops have driven the bolshe-vik- l
whom were killed, and the charging
out
and a
entirely
of
Irkutsk
troons never entered the French Uní large force of them was reported to be
of resistance, coming to a standstill at approaching Kransnoyarsk.
which wert
the wire entanglements,
It was revealed that a considerable
lnniieri with dead bodies.
number of Americans have been sent
The Huns engaged In this attack to the Murmansk coast to help guard
were fifteen elite divisions, with ten the supplies there. Lenine is enraged
Less than one- - because those forces are In Russia and
divisions supporting.
third as many Frenchmen defeated
has ordered them removed. There Is a
This latest German drive,' directed them, and the French casualties were chance that he will declare war on the
Buffalo, N. T. "I am the mother of four children, and for
by Ludendorff, opened early Monday astonishingly few. The attacking Ger
which, naturally
nearly three vears I suffered from a female trouble with pains
allies, a course
nearly
relieved,
hut
at
to
be
man riivislnns had
with a tremendous attack
naa proI
enough, is strongly urged by the GeraffmV
JtT
'
in my back and side, and a general weanness.
positions,
from
front
along
a
In
their
all points
the French staid
man press. In this connection It ia
fessional attendance most of that time but did not seem to
Chateau Thierry to Main de Massiges, happy and cheerful and more confito be noted that Prof. Paul MlluknC,
"
get well. As a last resort I decided to try Lydia S.
immediate
The
east of Reims.
dent than ever.
lender of the constitutional demócrata,
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound which I had seen,
defenses of Reims were not assaulted,
saying
Germana,
to
gone
over
the
has
advertised in the newspapers, and in two weeks noticed
The morale of all the allied troops.
but it seemed to be. the Intention of
un
Russia
a
united
prefer
would
he
a marked improvement, I continued its use and am
the Huns to squeeze the allies out of Indeed, was of the highest. In strong
der German protection to a country
contrast to' that of the enemy as renow free from pain and able to do an my nouse- that city and to eliminate the saliup Into many governments.
broken
ent there, and then to force their vealed by the words and actions of
work." Mrs. B. is. Zieunsha, zua Weiss otreec,
Ukraine, new revolts of the peas
In
way on to Epernay and Chalons. The prisoners. The spirit of the Americans
reported every few days. The
are
Buffalo, N- - Y.
ants
Intwo
by
onrush of the first day bent back the engaged was shown vividly
people are well armed and have aban
was
first
On
recording.
the
nowhere
cidents worth
allied Une In places, but
Portland, Ind. "I had a displacement and suffered
doned their farma to fight the Germans
It broken; much of the lost ground day. when a certain force of Yankees
so badly from it at times I could not be on my feet
and the rada which la controlled by
was speedily regained, and when the had been compelled to give ground,
at all. I was all run down and so weak I could not
them.
second day came to a close It was their commander was advised by a
do my housework, was nervous and could not lie)
ta
rest,
as
nie-hfca physician
considered that the offensive had been French general to let his men
down
I took treatmentsA ....from
Hoover made
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. i . Iat Í' J
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serious
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and
buy
stated
corporation
at
will
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regaining
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at once. This he did,
ctorn pound tne credit." jurs.
Von Bernhardt, the famous Prussian
prices wheat graded according to the
Kimble, 935 West Race Street, Portland, Ind.
strategist, once said an offensive which lost terrain and half a mile more to department of agriculture grade revireportIn
commander,
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a
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boot.
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sion, which baa Just gone into effect
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ica learned of the splendid
were corporation, or he may ship to a comby Its soldiers In this third battle of to have more prisoners." There
mission merchant at a terminal marnerve
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valor
of
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250,000
of
them
numerous
Some
the Mnrne.
the ket and through him secure the benewere Involved, holding especially the In the desperate fighting In which
are the fit of competitive buying.
sectors just west and east of Chateau Americans took part. Thesepapers
ta
asLYDIA CPINKHAN MEDICINE CO. LYNN.MASl
Thierry, and they acquitted them- troops which the German enthusiasm
Haytl has declared war on Germany,
sert are flabby, without
selves In a manner that won the untwenty-second
to
take
nation
being
the
and unfit for serious operations.
qualified praise of the French comThe frenen soldiers displayed their this action.
In the first place, they sus
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Subscription

Out Sale.

AT N. M. U.

$i.60 per year in advance

-

at a great

Valley Fur-

STATU OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICK FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND SALN
TORRANCE COUNTY
Office of the Commissioner
of Public
Lands,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
to the provisions of an Act of Congress
approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of
the State of New Mexico, and rules
and regulations of the State Land Office, the Commissioner of Pulbic Lands
will oiler at public sale to the highest
bidder at 9 o'clock a. m. on Wednesday, October 23rd, 1918, in the town of
Estancia, County of Torrance, State
of New Mexico, in front of the court
house therein, the following described
tracts of land, viz.:
Sale No 1276- -S
NEÍ, SW
SW'4, EH SWM. Sti'i, Sec. 9; All of
Sec. 16; EtífiHJ,', SW7-4- ' NEM. SEi,
Sec. 20; All of Sections
Sec. 17;
21. 28; EH. Sec 29; SWÜ. Sec. 80;

In today's issue the University
Mexico announces the
opening
a new department of
of
!
One
house, centrally
rated, cellar, cow shed, feed Military Training, which will beroom, laundry room, car shed gin with the opening of the fall
deep well; screened porches, one term on October 1st. The new
year's insurance and abstract of department will be under the dititle, a bargain. Also one
er gasoline stove, only used one rect supervision of the War Deseason, baking: oven never used. partment and the training will
For particulars apply-t- o Julian be conducted by a regularly debalas.
This new
tailed army officer.
For Sale, yearling and two department offers a great opporyear-olHereford Bulls. The tunity for boys who wish to serve
ritsworth Company, Capitán, N. their country and who are be
M.
N. sec. ai; NJi,
tween the ages of 18 and 21fswM, sejí, sec. s3;t.5n,r. 11
K
,,
, containing 4278.05 acres.
The im- r,
;'..
provements consist of well, windmill,
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
tank,fencing,
corrals,
and
value
boy
these
every
which
between
$3000 00.
ages should examine carefully.
Sale No. 1276 SK. Sec. 35; T. 5 N.,
Estancia, N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.
The governnent has made its R. 13 E., containing 320.00 acres.
There are no improvements on this
attitude very plain as to enlist- tract.
EDWARD I DAVIES
N. D. MEYER
ments of boys under the draft Sale No. 1277 SE, SW'4, SEJf,
84; SW.y, Sec. 35; T. 9 N., R. 7
ATTORNEYS AT LAW age. It wants young men in the Sec.
E., containing 360 00 acres.
The ims military , service
Estancia office in Farmers and
and it appreci- provements consiBt of house, barn, and
$585.00.
fencing,
value
Bank Building.
ates the desire of the youth of Sale No. 1278-EXX, SWM
sec. 1;
5W, &H
a4 swji, sw4
A.
W.
Or.
ROBERTS the United states to enlist for SWM.
SE&, Sec. 2; T. 5 N., R. 14
From Tahoka, Tex.
At the same E. All of Sections 35, 36, T. 6 N., R.
active service.
time the army and navy under- 14 E., containing 2336.60 acres. The
Veterinary Surgeon
improvements consist of fencing, value
stand better than any other of iiuuuu.
Estancia, N. M.
r
bid on the above described tracts
answer-Let me save your stock. Calls
' the great agencies now at work of No
land will be accepted for less than
day or night. Phone 35.
to win the war, the importance THREE DOLLARS (3.00) per acre,
which is the
value thereof
Torrance County Abstract Co. of having trained young men and in additionappraised
the successful
made bidder nust pay thereto
been
Therefore
has
it
improvements
for
the
A. R. POOL, Manager
plain that boys who are prepared tnat exist on toe lana.
1278
All
A.
of Sec. 16; T,
N. MEX. to take up college work should Sale No.
ESTANCIA.
5 N. R. 14 E., containing
640.00 acres,
Fifteen years experience as an Ab
improvements consist of fencing.
stracter. See us before placing your do so and that they will be serv The
on
S4U0.00.
value
No
bid
above
orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.
ing their government best by'do described tract of land will bethe
accepted
lor less than 10 00 per acre.
ing so.
D. S. KING
Sale N0.1279-N- K,
SEW, HHSVÍ.U.
The government has estab SEií SWM, Sec. 82; T. 3. N.. R. 14
County Sarveyor
containing
600.00
K.,
acres. There are
lished in the University of New
no improvements
on this tract. No
Agrimensor de Condado
Mexico a military training de bid on the above described tract of
Young men who en land will be accepted for less than
partment.
McIntosh.N. M.
$10 00 per acre.
ter become regularly enlisted Each of the above described tracts
call
to
subject
for active will be offered for sale separately. .
soldiers,
The above sale of land will be sub
C. J. Amble
duty. They get college training ject to the following terms and con
viz :
Physician and Surgeon
and military training at the same ditions.
The successful bidder must pay to
Office practice and con&uHation. Treating
preparing
They
are
them
time.
the
Commissioner
of Public Lands or
of Eyes and Fitting of Glasses a Specialty.
holding such sale,
Office at Drug Store
selves for best and most useful his agent
price
of
the
offered by him for
tieth
MOUNTAIN AIR, N. M.
service to their country. Every the land, four per cent interest in ad
boy between the ages of 18 and vanee for the balance of Buch purchase
price, fees for advertising and ap21 in New Mexico who reads this praisement and all costs incidental to
and his parents, should get into the sale herein, each iind all of said
amounts must be deposited in cash or
FRED li. AYERS
communication with the Univer certified exchange at the time of Bale
which said amounts and all of
and
sity of New Mexico at once.
Attorney and Counselor
Law
to
them are subject to
For Sale.

of New

d
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Stock-men-

E&,

n

it

Offlo. hoar.
ESTANCIA,

e.

0

:S0

m

to 4 :80p m

NEW MEXICO

B. Ewinq
DENTIST

E8TANCIA

NEW MEX.

Office hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Office in Ayers building

W. DRAYTON WASS0N

Attorney at Law
Willsractice in all Courtsof New Mexico
ESTANCIA

NEW MEX.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
u. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 15, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that George
C. Merrifield, of Estancia, New Mexico, who, on Sept. 7, 1915, and Decern
ber 26, 1916, made homestead entries,
Nos. 023566 and 021)013, for wX nwJi,

ee4 nwy,

ne.'j nw1,
Section
Township 1 north, Range 7 east, N. M
P. Meridian, has filed notice ofinten
Proof, to
tion to make final three-yea- r
establish claim to the land above de
scribed, before Neal Jenson, U. S,
Commissioner, at Estancia, New Mex
ico,

oi September

24,

6, 1918.

forfeiture
the
State of New Mexico, if the successful
bidder does not execute a contract
within thirty days after it has been
mailed to him by the State Land Office, said contract to provide that the
purchaser may at his option make payments of not less than
of
ninety-fivper cent of the purchase
price at any time after the sale and
prior to the expiration of thirty years
from date of the contract, and to pro
vide for the payment of any unpaid
balance at the expiration of thirty
years from the date of the contract
with interest on deferred payments at
the rate of four per cent per anuum,
payable in advance on the anniversary
of the date of contract, partial pay
ments to be credited on the anniversary
of the date of the contt act next following
the date or tender.
The above sale of land will be sub
jeat to valid existing rights, easements,
and reservations.

(Shas,

Sawey

CONTINENTAL

OILS

AND GHS

were listed upon the applications of the
persons mentioned below, who have a
preference right subject to the prior
right of any such settler, provided such
settler or applicant is qualified to make
homestead entry and the preference
right is exercised prior to August 24,
l'.ilU, on which date the lands will be
subject to settlement and entry by any
qualified person.
The NEk" Sec. 20, T.
2 N., R. 7 E., N. M. P. M , 160 acres,
application of L. L. Ladd, Mountainair,
The NEM
New Mexico; List
Sec. 17, T. 2 N., R. 7 E., 160 acres, application of W. N. Storey, Mountainair,
The 8 EM
New Mexico; List
Sec. 17, T. 2 N. R. 7 E., 160 acres, apMountainRobinson,
plication of Casy
The E
air, New Mexico;'List
NEM. the EH SEM Sec. 10, T. 2 N
R. 7 E., 160 acres, application of M. I).
Wilder, Mountainair, New Mexico; LiBt
June 19, 1918. C. M. Bruce,
Assistant Commissioner of the General
Land office.

IAME SHOltDER.

This ailment is usually caused by rheumatism of the muscles.
All that is
needed is absolute rest and a few ap
plications of Chamberlain's Liniment.
Try it.
adv

Lists

RESTORATION
TO ENTRY OF
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST.
Notice is hereby given that the lands
described below, embracing 610 acres,
within the Manzano National Forest,
New Mexico, will be subiect to settle
ment and entry under the provisions of
the nomestead laws or the United
States and the act of June 11, 1906, (34
Stat., 233), at the United States land
office at Santa re, New Mexico, on
August 24, 1918. Any Bettler who was
actually and in good faith claiming any
or said lanas ror agricultural purposes
prior to January 1, 1906, and has not
abandoned same, has a preference right
to make a homestead entry for the
lands actually occupied. Said lands
were listed upon the applications of the
persons mentioned below, who have a
preference right subject to the prior
rignt or any sucn settler, provided such
settler or applicant is qualified to make
homestead entry and the preference
right is exercised prior to August 24,
1918, on which date the lands wiMie
subject to settlement and entry by anv
qualified person. The E4 SW4, the
EJÍ NW4 Sec. 10, T. 2 N., K. 7 E., N.
M. P. M., 160 acres, application of
Frank Thomas, Mountainair, New Mexico; List 3 4217. The W!í NEij, the
W
SEM Sec. 10, T 2 N , R. 7 E., 160
acres, application
of T. J. Davis,
Mountainair. New Mexico: List
The EH SEy, the SWij SEJ4, the
SW
Sec. 3, T. 2 N., R. 7 E.,
160 acres, application of W. P. Med
ley, Mountainair. New Mexico: List 3- 4219.
The SEV Sec. 20, T. 2 N., R. 7
E., 160 acres, application of B. E. Rob
inson, Mountainair. New Mexico; List
June 19, 1918. C. M. Bruce,
Assistant Commissioner of the General
Land Office.

Lists

ft SAFE TEST

For those who are in need of a remedy for kidney troubles and backache,
it is a good plan to try Doan's Kidney
They are strongly recommendPills.
ed by people of this locality.
Wm. H. Probert, Sr., bridge carpenter, 1215 S. High St., P. O. Box, No.
ssys:
N. Méx.,
Albuquerque.
200
"Bridge building requires much heavy
lifting and working in stooped positions. That brought on kidney trouble
and pains in my back and shoulders,
I could
causing me no end of misery.
not stoop or get up quickly because
Of the lameness and rheumatic twinges
in my back. Doan's Kidney Pills gave
me such excellent relief in a few days
I continued taking them until rid of
THE JOY OF LIVING.
the attack. I wouldn't think of taking
good
we
enjoy
must
To
have
life
kidney medicine than Doan's
No one can reasonably hope any other
health.
to get much real pleasure out of life Kidney Pills, for I have tried many
when his bowels are clogged a good others and I know that Doan's are the
share of the time and the poisions that best."
should be expelled are absorbed into
Don't
Price 60c, at all dealers.
the Bvstem. producing headache ttnd
get
indigestion.
A few doses of Chamber- simply ask for a kidney remedy
lain's Tablets will move the bowels, Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
strengthen the digestion and give you Mr. Probert, Sr., had. Foster-Mil-bur- n
a chance to realize the real joy of livCo. Mfgrs.,- Buffallo, N. Y. adv
adv
ing. Try it.

4216.

TO
RESTORATION
ENTRY OF
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST.
Notice is hereby given that the lands
described below, embracing 640 acres,
within the Manzano National Forest.
New Mexico, will be subject to settle
ment and entry under the provisions of
the homestead laws of the United
States and the act of June 11. 1906. (34
Stat., 233), at the United States land
rigrlts-of-waoffice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
August 24. 1918. Anv settler who was
lhe Commissioner of Public Lands actually
and in good faith claiming
or his agent holding such sale reserves
tne rignt to reject any and all bids of- any of said lands ror agricultural pur
poses
prior to January 1, 19U6, and has
fered at said sale.
Possession under
contracts of sale for the above de- not abandoned same, has a preference
scribed tracts will be given on signing rignt to make a homestead entry for
the lands actually occupied. Said anda
of the contracts.
Witness my hand and the official seal
of the State Land Office of the State
of New Mexico, this 10th day of July.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Also V on right hip,
CM Milbourn. William H Chandler,
cross on right shout
der. XX on left hip. Elmer Chandler, W. S. Buckner, all of
Ranee 6 miles north Estancia, New Mexico.
1 mile west of Lucy,
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
Notify Mrs. S. A.
Edmonds & Sons. FP7 18LP815
Lucy. N. M., of any cattle with above
brands strayed from range.
.
GflAMBE MAIN'S TABLETS.
These tableas are intended especially I!HS.
for stomach troubles, biliousness and
ROBT. P. ERVIEN.
constipation.
If you have any troubles
Commissioner of Public Lands,
of this sort, give them a trial and
State of New Mexico
realize for yourself what a first class First Publication. Julv 18. 1918.
Wapon Yard
They only Last Publication, September 19, 1918.
medicine will do for you
All Kinds of Feed
aav
cost a quarter.
Lists
Land" for Sale
Chilili, N. M.
RESTORATION
TO ENTRY OF
Lists
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST.
RESTORATION
ENTRY OF Notice iB hereby given that the lands
TO
ESTANCIA LODGE NO. 28 LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST- .- described below, embracing 560 acres,
Notice is hereby given that the lands within the Manzano National Forest,
I. O. O. F.
described below, embracing 481) acres new Mexico, win be subject to settle
Meets every Wednesday night over within the Manxano National Forest, ment and entry under the provisions of
New Mexico, will be subject to settle' the homestead
laws of the United
Farmers and Stnckmena Bank.
All
Odd Fellows cordially invited to attend. ment and entry under the provisions of States and the act of June 11, 1906 (34
the homestead laws of the United Stat., 23o), at the united states land
C W. Archer. Sec. N. D. Strong. N. G.
States and the act of June 11. 1906, thee at santa Fe, New Mexico, on
(34 Stat., 233, at the United States August 24, 1918. Any settler who was
land office at Santa Fe, New Mexico. actually and in good faith claiming any
on August 24. 1918. Any settler who of said lands for agricultural purposes
was actually and in good faith claiminir prior to January 1, 1906, and has
Agent for
any of said lands for agricultural pur not abandoned same, has a preference
poses prior to January 1. 1906. and has right to make a homestead entry for
not abandoned same, has a preference the lands actually occupied. Said lands
right to make a homestead entry for were listed upon the applications of the
the lands actually occupied.
Said persons mentioned below, who have a
lands were listed upon the applications preference right subject to the prior
of the persons mentioned bolow, who right of any such settler, provided such
have a preference right subject to the settler or applicant is qualified to make
prior right of any such settler. Drovid homestead entry and the preference
ed such settler or applicant is qualified right is exercised prior to August 24,
to make homestead entry
the lvia, on wnicn date the lands will be
ESTANCIA LUMBER preference right is exercised and
prior to subject to settlement and entry by anr
August 24, 1918, on which date the qualified person. The SH NE'i Sec,
lands will be subject to settlement and 8, T. 2 N., R. 7 E., N. M. P. M , 80
COMPANY
entry by any qualified person
The acres, application of G. R. Adams.
INt't sec. E), T. 2 N., IÍ. 7 E., N. M. Mountainair, New Mexico; List
P. M. 160 acres. aDnlication nf M. A The HE 4 Sec. 8, T. 2 N., R. 7 E.. 160
Hatchett, Mountainair, New Mexico; acres, application of Miss Pearl BaldUNDERTAKERS AND
List
The N W N W V Sec. 17. the win, Mountainair, New Mexico; List
NH NTS.'4 Sec. 18. T. 2 N , R. 7 K., 160
TheSXNEy, the. S NW4"
acres,
application
of Robert Akins. Sec. 9, T. 2 N , R 7 E., 180 acres, pp.
LICENSED
Mountainair. New Mexico: List S 4226. plication of R L. Storey. Mountainair.
The NEW Sec 28. T. 2 N.. R. 7. E.. New Mexico; List
The SE'j
160 acres, application of J. A. Deuson, Sec. 29, T. 2 N., R. 7 E.. 160 acres, apENBALMERS
Mountainair. New Mexico: List 3 4227. plication of W. T. Richardson. Mounune 19. 1918. O. M. BRUCE. Aasist- - tainair, New Mexico; List 3 4224. June
Calls answered day or night
nt Commissioner or the General I.nnrf 19, 1Mb. C. M. Bruce, Assistant ComOffice.
missioner of the General Land Office.

Raymond T. Sanchez
General Merchandise

Lists 3-- 4 130. 4228. 4229; 4244.
RESTORATION
TO ENTRY OF
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST,
Notice is hereby given thst the lands
described below, embracing 1235 acres,
within the Manzano National Forest,
New Mexico, will be subject to settle
ment and entry under the provisions of
the homestead laws of the United
States and the act of June 11, 1906 (34
Stat . 233), at the United States land
office at Santa Fe. New Mexico, on
August 24, 1918. Any settler who was
actually una in good raith claiming any
of said lands for agricultural purposes
prior to January 1, 1906. and has not
abandoned same, has a preference right
10 mane a nomestead entry lor the
lands actually occupied. Said lands
Were listed upon the applications of the
persons mentioned below, who have a
preference right subject to the prior
rignt 01 any buco settler, provided such
settler or applicant is qualified to make
homestead entry and the preference
right is exercised prior to August 24
1918, on which date the lands will be
subiect to settlement and entrv bv anv
qualified person. The VX NWy SEM
swm. tne H 8WM SWM Bee. 26,
the NEk' SEM SEW Sec. 27. T. 7 N..
a acres, application or rJenses
it. 0
bancnez, raitaue. New Mexico; List 3
4130. ,The SWU Sec. 20, 2 T. N.. R. 7
E., 160 seres, application of Bob Hub
bard, Mountainair. New Mexico: List
The SEJi Sec. 28, T. 2 N., R,
. , lou acres, application
of (Jecil u.
Bigelow, Mountainair,
New Mexico
List
The SH SW
Sec. 17:
the NW 4 Sec. 2D; the SW,'4', NW4'
sec. as; tne nw ,'4 sec. 29, the NE
sec. Ai, r. i. H., k. 1 s., BH0 acres,
listed without applicant; List 3 4244,
June 19, 1918. C. M. Bruce, Assistant
Commissioner of the Oeneral Land Of
fice.

DIVIDEND NO. 22

The Estancia Savings Bank, at a recent meeting of its Board
of Directors, declared a dividend of ten per cent on its capital
and surplus to be paid to its stockholders, thus keeping up its
record as a safe, progressive and paying institution.
It is a pleasure to the management of this bank to call
especial attention to its published. statement which tells of the
It is
constant growth and increasing strength of its business.
well for you, Mr. Depositor or Mr. Borrower, to identify yourself
with a strong, progressive and paying bank. This bank cares for
its customers and when you identify yourself with this business
you are lining up with a bank that is a success and that will bo
safeguard your interests and handle your business as. to make
your association profitable.
We again call attention to our
RESOURCES-CONDENSED
STATEMENT, JULY 29, 1918.
$185,583.66
Loans and Discounts
9,712.32
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
502.86
Other Real Estate
2,042.61
Government Bonds
37,023.08
Cash and Sight Exchange
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits
Deposits

-

$ 25,000.00

11,013.13
198,851.40

-

$234,864 53

ESTANCIA SAYINGS BANK
STRENGTH

SERVICE

Wc have combined Capital and Surplus $35,000.00, the largest in Tor- ranee County. We are a member of the
FEDERAL Rp;SERVE SYSTEM
Which gives to ourselves and our CUSTOMERS that sound and Bccurc
feelinif, so much desired during these abnormal months. You are
the success of the Great United States Banking System,
when you bank with us.
MOUNTAINAIR STATE BANK
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE

Protect Your House
From the hot weather, and call

D. W.

T0TH,

The

Painier

Autos, Sign and Piano Painting
A SPECIALTY

HP
1

ransit

and complete line of

DRY GOODS, SHOES, NOTIONS,
SHELF HARDWARE, GROCERIES,
FLOUR, FEED, HAY AND GRAIN,
WINDMILLS AND IMPLEMENTS
II we

$234,864.53

The condition shown by this statement is not the result of
idle theories but practical business results and speaks for itself.
We solicit your business.

N ow m otock and in
a full

....

LIABILITIES

Haven't Got it, We'll Get It Por You
and save you money in the transaction.

Farmers and Stockmens
Equity Exchange

LOCAIi ITEMS

Judge

d
A. V. Patterson of
was in Estancia yesterday.
C. R. Greenfield of Moriarty, He has been "under the weathwas an Estancia visitor Wednes- er" for Several months.
day.
J. C. Harvey was over from
Lease and improvements on Lucy yesterday. He says there
school land for sale, 8 miles west are some dry spots and some wet
6 miles south of Estancia. A. J. ones between Lucy and Estancia.
James, Mountainair.
Mr. Romero is having an addi
J. C. Peterson and wife and tion of several rooms built to the
niece, Mrs. Eugene Fisher, have adobe house just west of Tom
returned from several days visit Rapkock's, and will make a nice
dwelling of it.
in Albuquerque.
Mrs. Ben young has received
Mrs. Gunter, who had been
viflitinor her Barents. Mr. and word that her son Herbert White,
Mrs. E. C. Hays, returned yes who is a member of a railroad
engineer regiment, has arrived
terday to Socorro.
safely in France.
Mr. and Mrs. N. D. Meyer and
The State Council of Defense
children returned tJ Santa Fe
Monday after a visit with Mr. is getting after the loafers on
the "Work or Fight" proposiand Mrs. A. J. Green.
tion.
If you know of any loafWanted, old buildings and
ers it is you;1 duty to report them.
second hand lumber. State what
D. Q. Kinselt, merchant, of
you have to offer, price and loca
tion in first letter. Box 151, Es Moriarty, was here Tuesday. He
says they had a very nice rain at
lancia, N. M.
Moriarty Monday night, but.it
Mrs. Snell of the Pleasantview
"so very dry that it did not
neighborhood, was in Estancia was
make
much impression.
yesterday looking after matters
Charley Burruss has been
for the Pleasantview Red Cross
elected manager for the Farmers
, branch.
and Stockmens Equity Exchange
The light plant machinery for
Rex
Meador checked out Tuesthe Equity store has arrived and
evening,
day
and Mr. Burruss
Delco
The
is being installed.
mornWednesday
charge
took
system of electric lighting will
ing.
be used.
Dr. Wiggins of Moriarty hafe
Dr. Amble was over from
to locate in Estancia,
decided
Mountainair Tuesday and Wedhope he will prove a
we
and
of
bunch
nesday giving the last
stayer.
He his rented Dr.
boys to register their physical
Mason's office building, which is
examination.
being made ready for his occu
1 have for sale 24 head of regpancy.
istered and grade Whiteface
Mrs. Lem Bellows of Rose- Also 4
bulls, 1 to 3 years old.
burg, Oregon, who had been
good big work horses and har- visiting
her parents, Mr. and
ness, 4 Jersey cows, andl team Mrs. D. D. Shaw, left yesterday
work mules. A. J. Green.
3he went by the
for her home.
was here north route and wjll see some of
Neis Frostenson
Tuesday from his ranch near the grandest scenery on the con
He says they have tinent.
Pedernal.
had rain enough to make pretty
A. Abbott returned a few days
good grass for the present, and ago from a visit in Indiana and
stock is doing better.
Kansas. He savs he found some
spots in the country that is
dry
Friday,
E.
We hear that E.
who as been sick a long time, supposed to be rainy, but on the
has definitely retired from ser- whole. croDS are pretty good in
vice of the N. M. C. The duties the country where he visited an i
of his position have been as- through which he traveled.
sumed by Mr. Ten Eyck, genStrayed or stolen from my
eral manager. Mr. Cunningham,
roadma8ter, is also off duty on ranch west of Tajique one red
account of health, and Joe cow nine years old, brand
on
Anaya is holding down the job
rib,
44
on
and
shoulder
left
left
meanwhile.
and one brindle cow with same
Julu 30, "Cinders oí Love," brand.
Will pay liberal reward
War Picture.
Ghester Gonklinfor return or information conPastimecerning them. Have been gone
one month; were raised at San
Closing Out Sale.
Pedro. W. C. Cawlfield, Tajique.
New furniture going at a great
In the person of Richard M.
bargain. Come in. Valley Furláwyer and school
Crawford,
niture Co.
teacher, Estancia can boast also
Mr. Craw
real live author.
ford is the author of an historical
romance entitled "Edward Lanier," just off the press of the
Roxburg Publishing Company,
TEACHER OF PIANO
Boston. The publishers con
Also
sider Mr. Crawford's story one
of the five best submitted to them
INSTRUMENTS
STRINGED
during the past year. The book
sells at $1, cloth binding.
Estancia M. E. Church
Aug. 3, "The Pinch
Saturdays.
Eighteen
years experience. SatisHitter," Chas. Ray.
faction guaranteed.
Pastime.
Wil-lar-

Ec

-

-

'

T.A,

BANIC
ENCINO STATE
MEXICO
ENCINO, NEW
CAPITAL
25,000.00

We invite
Does a general banking business. Live stock loans n specialty.
you to call on us and tell us your needs.
C. L. CREIGHTON, Cash.
F. H. WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL, V.--

BE2S1

Look at This
45c in trade for good butter
5 lbs potatoes
100 lbs potatoes
lb.
Cabbage
Compound, 5 lb pail
Compound, 10 lb pail '

2c

.25
$4.25

Vera May, infant daughter of
Mr. and Mrs.E. A. Wilder, was
born February 13, 1918, and was
the joy of the household for five
brief months, whnnninrr rniio-causing her death July 19th.
The tiny remains were placed
in a white casket, lined with
flnwprs. nnrl Iniri awnv in tho

$1.15

$2.25

Supple

K o da k s

at Sixty
hap

Age and ripe experience mean
piness and usefulness when mental
and bodily powera are preserved
by keeping rich blood in the veins.
Nature's rare nourishment In Scott'a

Dont' forget that this store is headquarters
kodaks and kodak supplies of all
kinds. You don't have to send for anything.

creates rich blood, warms
alleviates rheumatic
d
tendencies.
Impacts
Its
strength to both body and brain.
t I Noarithmmnt not AtcohoL
EmuU i on

for

th body and

Estancia cemetery to await the
The Board of County Com
Kev. Grant
resurrection morn.
conducted the funeral services. missioners met in adjourned session July 9, and
adjourred
till next day, when the Board
BAPTIST CHURCH
again and adjourned subject
Preaching Sunday 11 a m. and met
to the call of the chairman.
No
8:45 p. m.
v
business was transacted.
Sunday school 10 a. m., Clyde
Everett, Superintendent.
N.M. C. Time Table.
B. Y. P. U. 8:15 p. m., Miss
Northbound No. 1, Daily.
Elli Pool, President.
Torrance
9:45 A. M
Prayer meeting Wednesday Cedarvale
,. 10:18 "
Progresso
night at 8:30 p. m.
"
11:00
11:12
",
Everybody welcome
to all Willard
rrive
Estancia
these services.
í2:If P.M- ( Leave
W. C. Grant, Pastor. - Mcintosh
"'
1:04
"
Moriarty
1:40
Stanley
"
2:15
Card of Thanks.
Kennedy
"
8:16
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Wilder Santa Fe
'.. 4:45 "
wish to express their gratitude
Southbound No. 2, Daily.
to all who so kindly assisted Santa Fe
10:00 A. M.
"
11:10
them during the illness and Kennedy
Stanley
12:38 P. M.
burial of their baby.
Moriarty
"
12:58
Mcintosh
Estancia
There are a number of people Willard
who have accounts
with me Progresso
Cedarvale
whom I have not been able to Torrance

1:40
2:35
3:10
3:42
4:25
SjjOO

NOTICE

see or send statements

to on acsuddenly called

count of being
I have left
for military duty.
my books with Leo A. Douglas,
and shall appreciate it if all
those owing me will call at his
office in the Farmers and Stock
mens Bank and settle their ac
counts. Dr. C. H. Jameson.
J. P. PORTER

Cattle Salesman and Farm
Sale Auctioneer.
Will do work
any place.
Terms reasonable.
Also agent for Dr. Franklin's
Will sell you
Kansas vaccine.
the medicine and administer it
for the price you would pay for
the medicine. It is claimed that
one dose will immunize for life.
Will be administered according
to latest and best methods.

MRS.

BIRN'S

Estancia Drug Company

Don't Lose
Your Chance!
We are selling all our
shoes at a
comparatively low price; and we have especially made big cuts on low shoes. Drop in to
look over our stock and to get our prices.
high-toppe- d

Romero's Store

"

"

Hats, Caps,
Shirts, Etc.

"

"
"

LETTER.

Here is a letter that is certain to
prove of interest to people in this
vicinity, as casus of this sort occur in
almost every neighborhood, and people
snouia Know wnat to ao in line circum
stances:
Savannah, Mo., Oct. 12,1916.
' "I used a buttle of Chamberlain's
Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy
about
nine years sgo and it cured me of flux
I had another attack of
(dysentery).
the same complaint some three or four
years ago and a few doses of this
remedy cured me. 1 have recommended Chamberlain's
ColH and Diarrhoea
Remedy to dozens of people since I
first used it."

We have a nice stock in these lines.
Come and look our
Prices very elose.
stock over.

KEMP BROS.

Closing Out Sale.

odge Brothers

New furniture goinp; at a great
bargain. Come in. Valley Furniture Co.
Another Abstract Notice.
Account of aeing plumb full of

business and unable to get competent help, Roberson Abstract
Company, incorporated, will for
the present discontinue making
abstracts of title to property tiNotice to Automobile Drivers
tle to which antedates the dePersons driving automobiles struction of the records by fire.
Parts, Supplies and Repairs
Agents for Torrance County.
within the corporate limits of Es- Ralph G. Roberson, Secretary.
tancia are requested to observe State of Ohio. City of Toledo,
County, bs.
the regulations with regard to Lucas
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
of the firm of F. J.
turning in the streets and turn- Is senior& partner
Cheney Co., doing business in the City
ing corners, and the speed limit of Toledo. County and State aforesaid,
and that said firm will pay the sum of
of 12 miles an hour.
I don't ONE
HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
every case of Catarrh ttiat cannot bo
Haft boeñ the saving factor in many a man's business career.
want to make trouble for any- and
cured by the use of HALL'S CATARRH
Such friendships are nob formed in a day. however, they require the ripening
FRANK J. CHENEY.
body, but I am instructed to en MEDICINE.
influence of time.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
presence, this 6th day of December,
Make this bank your friend and ally now. then when the crucial poiut arrives
force the law, and have no my
.
A. W. GLEASON,
A. D. 1S86.
in your business, it will know you end your history well enough to give assiBtanoe.
Notary Public.
(Seal)
choice. S. N. Shirley, Village
This
intruth is as important and useful to the individual as to the business man.
Is
taken
Medicine
Hall's Catarrh
ternally and acts through the Blood on
Cail in and we will be glad to explain at any time the advantage iu a banking
Marshal.
the Mucous Surfaces of the System. Send
connection.

M0

ESTANCIA AUTO GO.

A

cash reward for information leading to the arrest
and conviction of anyone defacing, destroying or removing road
markers of Butler Auto Co., Al
buquerque.
$25.00

for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
Sold by all drugffists. 75c.
Hall's Family Pills for constlpatiol .

v

Strong Bank's Friendship

We pay 5 per cent on Time Deposits.

Torrance County Savings Bank
Willard, New Mexico

HANDS, ARMS,

"The Bank of Personal Services"

LIMBS ASLEEP

farm and pasture
WT i a Y
s
Í ro r
Ion1
nmnovfl And Was
caiu
if loii bv ucoi
Weak and
nil vniicio
only. Name lowest cash price,
Nervous, Says Florida Lady.
int;
lubaiiuu auu give iuu paiblbUiaiD.
Eve Bottles of Cardni
Box 151, Estancia. N. M.
Made Her Well
Wanted,

1

Ron-Dow-

LUCY

Special Correspondence.

Mr. and Mrs. John McGillivray

and little daughter Mary Jane
visited Mrs. Falconer of Mcintosh Saturday night and Sunday.
Mrs. J. W. Walker is not any
better. She may have an operation soon if her waning strength
will permit.
Mrs. Foley and son Norman
are now living at the homes of
her daughters, Mesdames Clay
ton and Watkins.
Barney Ward went to Estancia
Sunday. He remained to be examined Monday for military service.

A. T. COCHRAN
"Phone orders given prompt attention

DIED

E. A. Mattingly has several
adobe workers busy preparing
the material for his new house.

Ernest Carruth came home
from White Deer, Texas, last
Friday.
He will probably stay
three or four days longer.

The

Kathleen, Fla. Mrs. Dallas Prlns,
of this place, says: "After the birth
of my last child... I got very much
and weakened, so much
that I could hardly do anything at
all.
I was so awfully nervous that
ast
I could scarcely endure the
My condition was getting
noise.
worse all the time...
I knew I must have some relief or
I would soon be In t" ' bed and In a
serious condition fc
felt so badly
weak I could
and was so nervous
My
Uve.
hardly
husb d asked Dr.
about my takin Cardni. He
said, 'It's a good medicia and good
for that trouble', so he got Die 5 bottles... After about the second bottle I
felt greatly- improved. . .befons taking
It my limbs and hands and arms
would go to sleep. After taking it,
however, this poor circulation disapMy strength came back to
peared.
me and I was soon on the road to
health. After the use of about 5 bottles, I could 4o all my
and attend to my six children besides."
You can feel safe Jn giving Cardul
a thorough trial for your troubles. It 1
contains no harmful or
I
drugs, but Is composed of mild, vegetable, medicinal Ingredients with no
bad aftereffects. Thousands of women
have voluntarily written, telling of (
the good Cardul has done them. It
B
Should help you, too. Try It

News-Heral- d

worth the
money. Don't put it off.
Is a newspaper

GET YOUR NAME ON THE LIST

Neál Jenson

0

house-wor-

k

DU.
,

0

S. Commissioner

Business of all Kinds Transacted.
Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged. Residences and
Farms for Rent.

Estancia, New Mexico

U3C3C

HOOi

J

ESTANCIA

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD Or THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINGS,

ACHIEVE'
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

SAYINGS,

Wttt.rn Nwspapr Union If m servio,
ABOUT THE WAR
Allied forces have occupied Kem on
the Murman coast, according to the
Frankfurter Zeitung.
Tbe armored cruiser San Diego was
sunk not far from tbe entrance of New
York harbor.
Tbe United States supply ship West-ove-r
was torpedoed
and sunk In
European waters.
Scottish troops captured the village
of Meteren, together with more than
100 prisoners and a number of machine
guns.
offensive beTbe Franco-America- n
tween the Alsne and the Marne yielded up to Friday 17,OOo' prisoners and
more than 360 guns captured by the
aUles.
General Pershing's communique for
Thursday reporta that In the American sector on tbe Harne the enemy
has been entirely driven from the
south bank.
Friday saw the Germans lose additional ground along the Marne to the
East of
French and Italian troops.
Rheims the Germans have not seen
fit to resume the fighting.
The Australians, with artillery help
which opened ahead of them, pounced
upon the German outposts, and In a
very short time sent In seventy prisoners to add to the sixty taken in the
ruins of Meteren.
In Albania the French and Italian
troops continue to make progress
against the Austrians, and in the Italian sector, up In the mountains, repeated Austrian attacks have been repulsed by the Italians.
Notwithstanding
the fact that the
Germans have thrown large reinforcements into the new battle line between
Solssons and the region of Chateau
Thierry, they could not stem the onslaughts of American and French
troops. FrTSay the Americans and
French battered their way eastward,
into the deep triangle which has Sols-tonRheimB and Chateau Thierry as
Its points.

WESTERN
ships of 439,-80- 0
Contracts for sixty-on- e
deadweight tons were announced
by tbe shipping board.
Joseph Howell, representative in
Congress from Utah for fourteen years
who retired two years ago, died at his
home at Logan, Utah. He was 61
years old and a native of Bingham
City, Utah.
Thomas J. Mooney, under sentence
pf death following his conviction of
murder in connection with the Preparedness day bomb explosion at San
Francisco In July, 1916, was transferred from the county jail in San
Francisco to tbe state penitentiary at
San Quentin to await execution, now
fixed for Aug. 23.
Lester Ramsey, 18, of Boulder, Colo.,
stationed with tbe quartermaster's department at Camp Mills, Long Island,
was found dead on a lonely road near
McKeesport, Pa., according to a telegram received at Boulder. A revolver
with one chamber empty was on the
ground beside the body. It is believed
tbe young man committed suicide.
WASHINGTON '

President Wilson signed tbe annual
rivers and harbors appropriation bill

carrying

$23,000,000.

Food valued at approximately
was sent to the allied countries from the United States during the
fiscal year which ended June 30.
Strength and growth of the federal
reserve system was shown by the federal reserve boards' report that on
May 10, the 8,132 member banks had
total resources of $24,070,000,000, an Increase of $92,000,000 since Dec. 31.
Italy got another credit of $100,000,-00- 0
from the United States govern-- ,
ment Friday and Belgium was given
$9,000,000
additional.
This makes
Italys' total loans from the United
States $760,000.000, Belgium's total
$145,250,000 and all the allies' loans
$6.380,040,000.

The Navy Department Saturday
morning received information that two
steamships which are proceeding to an
on named port have aboard 1,156 officers and men of the United States
cruiser San Diego. These are in addition to two officers and thirty men
previously reported landed.
Operating Income of 180 of the largest railroads and fifteen switching and
terminal companies last May showed
a net decrease of $15,796,187, compared
with the same month a year ago, final
reports to the Interstate Commerce
Commission show. The total operating
Income was $76,978,941, while that of
the May before was $92,775,128.
Fifteen states were called upon by
Provost Marshal General Crowder for
7,000 draft registrants, fit for general
military service, to be sent to schools
for special training. Tbe movement
will be between Aug. 1 and 15.

FOREIGN
Herbert C. Hoover, American food
controller, arrived Friday at a British
port from America.
Tbe lower house of the Hungarian
diet has rejected the government's
measure giving the vote to women..
The congress of the general Federa
tion of Labor at Paris approved Presi

dent Wilson's peace principles.
In order to show their appreciation
bt
defense
of General
Gouraud's
RheimB, the authorities have donated
to the
60,000 bottles of champagne
troops of General Gouraud's arm.
Austro-Hungarla- n
The
war minister
says a Vienna dispatch to the
Zeitung, announces that far
more than 500,000 Austrian war prisoners already have returned from
Russia.
' The Cologne Gazette says thirteen
revolutionary Socialists implicated In
the assassination of Count von Mlr- bach, the German ambassador to Russia, have been executed and many others are under arrest.
France was thrilled by the news that
on the fourth day of the German of
fensive French and American troops
snatched the Initiative from tbe enemy by surprise and soundly beat off
bis divisions on a thirty-mil- e
front.
Tbe decision of the Poles of Austrian
Silesia to Join the Czechs In common
opposition to the governments of the
central powers has provoked great en
thusiasm in Bohemia and Moravia,
said an official dispatch from Zurich.
American troops continue to hold the
plateau southwest of Solssons, where
on Thursday the Germans made their
first organized counter attack. This
tell down, however, as soon as the
American heavy artillery got Into action on Friday.
Gen. John J. Pershing
has been
awarded tbe grand cross of the Order
of the Bath, and Gen. Tasker H. Bliss,
American representative on the supreme war council, has been given the
grand cross of tbe Order of St. Micbael
and St. George.
The heart of the American nation
was In France Thursday night.
It
marched and fought proudly with the
boys who went over the top during tbe
morning and still were gallantly
smashing their way ahead beside their
French comrades late m the day.

SPORT
The Southeastern Fair Association
will give over $30,000 in purses for its
grand circuit meeting, which will be
held at Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 14 to 19.
Professional baseball was held non
essential occupation under the army
work or fight order by Secretary Baker. "I have decided that the work or
fight regulations
include baseball,"
said Mr. Baker In announcing bis decision.
m.:,
tl
"Pop" Geers, the veteran relnsman,
at Kalamazoo, Mich., made a clean
sweep of the three events that marked
tbe closing of the Grand Circuit meeting. He won the
trot wltb
St. Frisco; took the 2:11 trot with
Heir Reaper and headed the field with
June Red In tbe 2:13 trot. The free- for-atrot was the feature, St. Frisco,
Lu Princeton, Royal Mack and Bacilli
starting.

GENERAL
One hundred Czechoslovaks were
given permits to leave the country to
join tbe allied forces In France by the
enemy alien bureau in New York.
Mrs. H. C. MacDonald of Butte,
Mont., filed with Secretary of State
Stewart, as a candidate for Congress
on the Democratic ticket in tbe west
ern district.
Yale University Is bequeathed near
ly $20,000,000 by the will of the late
John W. Sterling, a New York lawyer,
who graduated from tbe institution In
1864 and died a bachelor July 5.
The British transport Carpathla, 13,-603 tons gross, has been sunk by a
German submarine off the Irish coast
while outward bound from a British
port, it was learned in New York.
The work of enrolling 1,000,000
women of the United States pledged to
of the fourth Liberty Loan
sell one-haof $6,000,000,000, was begun at a conference of representatives from all
parts of tbe country at Chicago under
the auspices of the national woman's
Liberty Loan committee.
The 'Anchor line steamship Elysla,
397 tons gross, was sunk by a German
submarine May 23 in the Mediterranean while carrying cargo from the far
East, It was reported July 19 by a
passenger arriving on a British Bteam-ship- .
The Elysia was one of a convoy
of twenty-twvessels. The crew was
saved.
The largest crops of beans, sugar
beets and peanuts ever grown In the
United States are In prospect tor this
years' harvest. Department of Agriculture production forecasts show an
Increase over last year of 19,500,000
bushels In the peanut crop, with a total of 79,704,000 bushels; an Increase
of almost 6.000,000 bushels In the bean
crop, with a total of 19,791,000 bushels
and an Increase of 267,000 tons In the
sugar beet crop, with a total of 6,247,-00- 0
tons.
Responsibility for tbe sinking of tbe
excursion steamer Columbia on the Illinois river between Peoria and Pekln,
July 6, with the loss of ninety-twlives, is placed upon Capt. H. F. Mehl
and Pilot George T. Williams, In a report to Secretary of Commerce Red-fielfrom Reese V. Downs and George
R. Bower, the steamboat inspectors
who investigated the river disaster.
Miss Jeannet'te Rankin, congress- woman from Montana filed with the
secretary of state, announcement of
her candidacy for the United States
Senate on tbe Republican ticket

NEWS-HERAL-

Pithy News Items
Gathered From All Over

New Mexico
Wt.rn N.w.pap.r Unlob News Service.
COMING EVENTS.
Kound-u- p
and Sports Car
'Auk.
nival at AiuKuuiena.
.October
Anituul meeting New Mexico
fubllo Meallli Association.
Large shipments of wool are being
made from Magdalena.
Gallup sold its $81,000 water bonds
at a premium of $2,100.
Work on Santa Fé's new high
school building is neartng completion.
While bathing In the Pecos river at
'Artesia, Stanley Zweschke, 23, was
drowned.
The contract far the Indian school's
new buildings at Crown Point has been
let for $70,000.
New Mexico has apparently won Its
contention . with Colorado as to tbe
disputed boundary.
Governor Lindsey has granted pardons to John Green, Henry McNleve
and Enaclo Romero.
Capt. R. C. Reid reports that there
are 34,416 registrants In tbe state on
rolls at a cost of $52,479.
There Is no avenue of escape from
payment of the road tax If you are a
male between 21 and 60.
New Mexico will send 200 men to
Camp Cody as her share of the 46,000
draft men called In August.
Half a hundred women at Las Cru
ces have signed an agreement to help
harvest this year's fruit crop.
The range looks fine in the region
about Gallup, and they have had good
rains all through McKlnley county.
A garage, containing a number of
automobiles, was destroyed by fire at
Silver City, causing a loss of $26,000.
The boys' and girls' club work, spon
sored and directed by the State Col
lege, is prospering In New Mexico.
About 170,000 acres of agricultural
and grazing lands were sold by the
State Land Board at a sale at Clay
ton.
Len Stroud, champion trick and
fancy rider, has his horses at Magda
lena and will compete in the round-u- p
Aug.
Employes of the transportation departments of the railroads are now
getting pay under the increased federal scale.
There will be more women candidates for county school superintendent in New Mexico this year than two
years ago.
Due to the gain In receipts from the
sale of stamps, the postoffice at
was raised from the third to
the second class.
The second quarterly meeting of
the New Mexico Cattle and Horse
Growers' Association will be held in
Alamogordo Aug. 1.
Bishop's ranch, formerly owned by
a bishop of Santa Fé, has become
"Bishop's Lodge," and now is owned
by the Bishop's Lodge Company.
Cattlemen of the western district are
to be asked to give to the mountain division of the Red Cross one heifer for
each 500 head of cattle which they
own.
According to a report of the U. S.
Food Administration, the total amount
of pinto beans shipped from New Mexico the past season was 9,174,300
pounds.
Charles Mickiwey, 13, died at Raton
as the result of Injuries received
when he fell from a Rocky Mountain
train which he was attempting to
board at Otero.
Fire, said to have started In a garage when a cigaret was thrown on
the floor, swept an entire business
block at Deming and caused damages

FRENCH CAPTURE
CHATEAU THIERRY
CROWN PRINCE'S AeRMY IN PERIL
AS ALLIES TAKE TOWNS AND
GO AHEAD ON WHOLE LINE.

MARNE CLEARED OF FOE
SPEARHEAD
OIG8 HOLES IN HUN LINES,
AND GERMANS RETREAT.

FRANCO-AMERICA-

Weetern NewHpaper Union NeWH Service.
London, July 22. "No Germans

re

main south of the Marne except prisoners and dead." This message was
sent by the Reuter correspondent at
French headquarters and timed Sat
urday evening.

uJi

Don't Neglect a Bad Back!

15

It's Mighty Poor Policy to Worry Along Thus Handi
capped When Heaitn ana strengtu is so neeaea

handicapped with a bad back in these times when
necessary, is indeed crippled. It's mighty püor

woman
THE man orfitness
is so

policy to worry along with an aching back day alter days work is neglected
and the simplest duties are a burden. Plowing, planting, harvesting, churning, the daily housework all throw a heavy strain on the kidneys and kidney
ills, with attendant backache, are a common result Don't waiH Neglect
may mean gravel, dropsy or Bright' disease. Get a box of Dean's Kidney
Pills today. They have helped thousands. They should help you.

Pergonal Reporto of Real Case
CASE.
A COLORADO
Mrs. Pearl E. Miller, 110 W.
Pueblo,
Colo., Bays:
Abriendo St.,
"I suffered from kidney trouble
since X was 14 years old and I
had backache. Being on my feet
so many hours during the day
made me worse. One day I was

ANOTHER COLORADO CA8E
P. W. Conrad, prop, of cigar
Store, 1328 Pearl St., Boulder,
Colo., says: "Doan's Kidney Pills
great value to me in
firoved ofdifficulties
arising from
disordered kidneys.
Backache
was the worst symptom I had,
Kidney Pills greatly
but Doan's
benefited me. At times since then
I have used Doan's Kidney Pills
when I have had a slight return
of the trouble. I have always had
prompt and satisfactory benefit."
(Statement given September 14,

DOAN'S

Em

R.

KIDNEY

PILLS

m

How France Has
Been Fed
a

a

plants

British Casualties Lightest in Months.
British
casualties pub
London.
lished In official lists during the week
ending July 20, totaled 16.971, the
lightest in several months. They were
divided as follows: Killed, officers,
91; men, 1,411. Wounded, 230 and
9,902. Missing, 61 and 8,216.

e
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Victories for the allied arms are
multiplying.
Over the entire sixty- mile front running from Solssons to
Rheims the allied troops are fighting
with a determination that brooks no
denial.
Tbe Germans are giving
suddenly taken with a sharp pain
ground, though stubborn resistance is
in the small of my back and for
weeks I was In bed, as helptwo
being offered on some sectors.
Fur
less as If I was paralysed My 1906.)
ther indentations have been made in
feet
and ankles were swollen and
CONTINUED CONFIDENCE.
the German line between SoiBSons
my kidneys acted too often. AfOn February 24, 1917 Mi. Conand Chateau Thierry by the Ameri
ter using Doan's Kidney Pills I rad said: "I have publicly
recomget
conup
cans and French. Practically all the
was able to
mended Doan's Kidney Pills for
and as I
more than fifteen years. I am
tinued their use I regained my glad
gains of the German drive south ol
to confirm all that I have
health. I have never had any kidbefore In their praise. Doan's
the Marne have been blotted out
ney trouble since and give Doan's said
Kidney pills are of unquestionable
Chateau Thierry, which represents the
my
saving
life.'
the credit for
merit
point In the battle line where the
Germans had driven their wedge near
est to Paris, has been recaptured by
the French troops, and almost slmul
taneously the village of Brasles, two
miles eastward, and the heights to the
Af ah
An - P..U-- I- M v rl
Fn..r.M:ik..
north of the village fell into their
j"
bands.
Acting in harmony with the move
Social Distinction.
Just a Dream.
ment on Chateau Thierry, American
Golfer Anyone ahead of us, caddie?
"I dreamt I dwelt In marble halls."
and French troops northwest of the
Caddie Yes, sir; a gentleman with
"Eh?"
city broke through the German lines
a caddie and a man curryln' for hls-sel-f.
"Fell asleep In the union depot."
and at some points advanced more
,
Courier-Journal.
than three miles. "The French hold Louisville
the entire southern bank of the Marne.
More than 20,000 prisoners and more
than 400 guns have been captured."
To the north along the Ourcq val
ley the French are making progress
toward the important junction town
while the
of Nanteuil-Notre-Damoperations south and southeast of
Solssons are keeping time with those
along the other parts of the front.
The entire southern bank of the
Marne having bejn cleared of enemy
forces, French, British and Itaííañ
troops now are harassing those south
west of Rheims, and they have been
forced to fall back in the Courton
wood, the Ardre valley and near St.
Euphraise.
With the capture of Chateau Thier
ry and the fast progress of the French
eastward from the
and Americans
northern sectors, the plight of the Germans In the southwestern portion of
distin"Before the war,
salient becomes
the Soissons-Rhelm- s
guished French Officer, General
Increasingly hazardous.
It is not improbable when stock 1b taken large
series of arMaitrot, wrote
numbers of prisoners and quantities of
guns and war stores will be found to
ticles in the 'Echo de Paris' to
have been seized by the allied troops.
France, that in case of
warn
Aviators continue to lend assistance,
war, the French meat industry
scouting the back areas and harassing
the retreating Germans with their ma
would be unable to supply the
chine guns. Notable work has been
French army in the field, with
done by American Indians for General
Pershlngs' men, the aborigines taking
fresh meat, owing especially
prominent part in characteristic
scouting
In
to the lack of modern refrigerthe
In.
fashion
Western
Marne region.
and of refrigerating
ating

estimated at more than $100,000.
Under tbe recent call. New Mexico MAJ. THEO. ROOSEVELT INJURED.
will supply ninety trained nurses.
With opinion by Justice Roberts, German Aviators Drop Note Confirm
ing Death of Lieut. Quentin
Justices Hanna and Parker concurRoosevelt,
ring, the State Supreme Court affirmed the lower court in its decision
Oyster Bay, N. Y July 22. Maj.
that the Albuquerque water bonds are Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., has been
valid.
slightly wounded and taken to a hos
Mrs. Numa Deymond, president of pital in PariB, according to a cable
the Women's Improvement Associa- message received by Colonel Theodore
tion, has agreed to donate $2,500 for Roosevelt, from his daughter-in-law- .
the construction of a swimming pool Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.
at Las Cruces. It will be built In the
The cablegram was sent from Paris,
rear of the Methodist church.
Mrs. Roosevelt Is in a Red
The federal government will assist where hospital.
It read: "Ted woundNew Mexico in building a highway of Cross
concrete from Mesqulte, on the state ed. Not seriously. Here with me. Not
line, to Las Cruces, a distance of any danger. No cause for anxiety."
The news of Major Roosevelts' hav
eleven miles.
It will connect with
ing been wounded followed Immediatethe Texas concrete road to El Paso.
ly the report from Paris that German
Ballots for the proposed bond Issue
aviators had dropped a note behind the
of $200,000 to be used at the forth- allied Unes confirming fears of the
coming election in passing on the death of Lieut. Quentin Roosevelt In
question of authorizing the erection of an aerial engagement.
an addition to the state house will
have to be printed and the cost borne
Report Former Czar Nicholas 8hot.
by tbe various counties, according to
London. Former Emperor Nicholas
of
to
Secretary
opinion
rendered
an
of Russia has been shot, a Russian
State Lucero by the attorney general's wireless statement announces.
office.
J. F. Tanner and a man giving the
Sinks Three Ships.
name of Heffner, were stripped to the
Orleans, Mass. An enemy subma
waists by a crowd of workingmen at
East Las Vegas and one tarred and rine attacked a tow off the easternfeathered and the other smeared with most point of Cape Cod Sunday, sank
tar and with hair taken from a mat- three barges, set a fourth and their
tress. The men were alleged to be tug on fire and dropped four shells on
the mainland. The action lasted an
I. W. W. organizers.
The State Highway Department has hour and was unchallenged except for
reported that it now has 336 men at two hydroplanes. The crews of the
tow, numbering forty-onand includ
work on state roads, besides 127
twenty-fivteams ing three women and five children, es
and nine motor trucks. This is in addi- caped amid the shell fire In lifeboats.
tion to road work being done by coun- Several were wounded, but only one
seriously.
ties and municipalities.
e
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transportation, and too, owing
to the deficiency in the national
herd."
"Since the war began the
French army has never been
short of fresh meat,-than- ks
mainly to the prosperous condition of the American meat industry, and too, to the American
live stock breeders."

The foregoing statement was made by a
representative of the
Allies now in the United
States.

Another representative
of the Allies said recently:
"that the American packers
have been of the greatest possible assistance to the Allies
and have, by their efficient cooperation, contributed in the
utmost degree to the successful
prosecution of the war."

Swift & Company, U.S. A.

ESTANCIA

RIGHT HANDLING

SAVES HAY CROP
Proper Time of Cutting and Raking Are Important Factors in
Harvesting.
BEST TIME

OF DAY TO MOW

With Snail Acreage It I Customary
to Wait Until Dew Is Off Grower Should Inform Himself by
Making Experiments.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
There Is considerable difference of
Opinion among hny growers as to the
best time of day to mow hay. Some
never cut hay when the grass Is wet,
others start mowing at any time, and
some mow In the afternoon only.
When considerable hay Is grown It Is
necessary to keep the mowers going
most of the day. Some growers of alfalfa in the South and Bast mow hay
ven when a light rain is fulling, because unfavorable weather makes it
Impossible to get the crop in time If
the mowing Is all done In good weather.
When the acreage grown Is small. It
Is customary to wait until the dew Is
off or to cut only In the afternoon.
While this practice Is desirable In some
cases, In others It is merely wasting
valuable time and It should be followed with careful Judgment. In other
words, the hay grower should Inform
himself by experiments or by the experience of his neighbors as to the earliest
possible time In the morning after a
heavy dew at which It is safe to start
mowing under different conditions, considering the amount of moisture contained in the upper surface of the soil,
whether the yield Is light or heavy,
the weather, and whether or not a tedder Is to be used. All possible loss of
valuable time, such as Is entailed by
having hired help Idle or employed at
work which Is less profitable and necessary than making hay, should be avoid
ed.
It Is important to know how much
hay to have down at one time. It is
not good practice to have two or three
times as much hay cut down as can be
hauled or taken In In one day. Loss
of quality can be avoided somewhat
by having the mowers only one day
ahead of the crew hauling; then if a
rain comes up a minimum amount of
hay will be damaged.
Tedding.
'
The best way to cure out freshly cut
hay Is to stir up the swath with a tedder before the top leaves dry out.

22m
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Rake
Raking Hay With
This Should Be Done Before
Enough
Dry
Scat
Become
to
Leaves
ter When Raked.

TRACTOR GAINING IN
POPULARITY IN WEST

Plowing Not Difficult Task for Farm

Tractor.
plow machines, while 13 per cent advocated the use of four plows. In answer to the question "What do you
find to be the principal advantages of
a tractor for farm work?" the answer
Indicates that Its ability to do heavy
work and do It quickly, thus cover
ing the desired acreage within the
proper season, was considered the
principal advantage. The saving of
man power and the doing away with
hired help, enabling a man to farm
a larger acreage and thus Increase
the crops he can raise, was next In
Importance.
The nbllity to plow to a
good depth, especially in hot weather,
was also emphasized.
Under disadvantages the difficulty of
efficient operation was the principal
point, and this fact should be kept in
mind by everyone who considers the
purchase of a tractor, says the bulIn this connection It suggests
letin.
that tractor owners take a course of

training under competent Instructors
In this line, as the results of such a
course usually amply Justify the time
Packing of
and expense involved.
the ground when damp was mentioned
by several owners as a disadvantage,
but not as frequently as was the case
when more of the older and heavier
machines were in use.
The expense
delays, and Inability to use the tractor

When the leaves lose their moisture
and become dry before the moisture
from the stem is removed, the process
of curing is very much retarded. The
tedder Is especially valuable in curing
alfalfa and clover hay, or heavy yields
of any kind. No set rule can be given for some kinds of work for which
for using the tedder, but It should fol horses could be used were disadvanlow the mower from two to six or more tages mentioned by several owners.
hours later, depending upon yield, kind
of hay, velocity of the wind, temperav
ture, clouds, etc. The function of the
WORK IN OLD CLOTHES
tedder is to kick up the hay and allow
1t to cure out evenly. The tedder does
(Prepared by the United States
more damage than good by breaking
Department of Agriculture.)
The Idea of furnishing a unioff the leaves, if used after the leaves
In
hay
on
dry.
form for industrial workers,
It is used
have become
while it appeals very greatly to
the swath, seldom on hay in. the wlnd- TOW.
sentiment, appears to be altoTo Induce rupld curing, It is the cus
Farm lagether impracticable.
tom of some hay growers to ted the
bor does not suggest a uniform.
hay twice the some day.
For the most part, farm labor Is
done in shirt sleeves and overRaking.
alls, and 8ucn town people as
windThe practice of raking hay Into
may be Induced to do farm labor
rows with either a sulky (dump) or
will find It more economical and
rake is almost universal,
to use their old
convenient
The exceptions are where the hay Is
Ousley, Asclothes. Clarence
loaded on the wagon directly from the
of Agriculture.
Secretary
sistant
swath by means of a hay loader, or Is
gathered from the swath with a swaep
rake. These practices are rare, be
ing followed usually only when the GET FERTILIZER ORDERS IN
yield is heavy.
It is safe to say that most hay is
Dealers and Manufaccured almost entirely in the swath ; in Essential That Needs of
Farmers
turers Know
deed It is a common practice to comas Possible.
Soon
mence hauling or stacking hay Immediately after It is raked. Under cer (Prepared by the United States Departtain conditions this practice is allow
ment of Agriculture.)
able. When the yield Is light, or when
It is Important that farmers who exa heavy yield is stirred several times pect to use fertilizers on their wheat
with the tedder, and especially If the this fall place their orders early so
day Is cloudy and there Is a good breeze dealers and manufacturers know farmstirring, hay can be entirely cured in ers' needs as soon as possible, so
that orders can be combined and
the swath and a good quality made.
During hot, dry, sunshiny weather in car space used to the best advantage.
require
difficulties
the middle of the. summer, however, Transportation
this practice of curing in the swath that freight cars be loaded to
will not produce the best grade of hay. their rated capacity. Delay In orderUnder such conditions hay, especially ing, it is said, may result In a repeticlover and alfalfa, should be raked in tion of last spring's experience when
their
to the windrow Just after it is all well tm.ny farmers failed to receive
wilted and before the leaves become mixed fertilizer and acid phosphate
time.
planting
after
until
dry enough to break off when raked.
After being raked, the hay may be
Winter Vetch Valuable.
left In tlte windrow until It is ready to
Winter vetch Is especially valuable
oe moved, or it may be put Into cocks
tor building up poor soils.
aud left until thoroughly cured.
y
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MINING AND OIL
FARM LAND FRIGES

NEWS
Western Nowapapar Union Newi Service.

Stories of phenomenal advancement
and prosperity In Western Canada
have been told the reading public for
some years past. The stories were told
when there were hundreds of thousands of ncres of splendid hind adjacent to railways and projected lines,
which could be had on the payment of
a mere $10 entry fee, and under cultivation and living conditions. As was
prophesied then, the day has come
when these are few. There are still
avullahle thousands of these ; they are
some distante now from the railways.
The land Is as good os ever, but pioneering conditions will have changed.
A great many are still taking advantage of this free offer from the government. The story was told when good
lands near lines of railway could be
bought for from $8 to $10 per acre
and the prophecy made that these
prices would double In a few years, tor
the Intrinsic value was far more than
that. That dny has come more quickly
than expected. The immense crops of
grain that could be raised has brought
about the change, and the demand for
low priced lands with maximum returns has prompted the keen purchaser as well as the owner of higher
priced land from which no greater return could be looked for. Prices of
adland In Western Canada are-stil- l
vancing, nnd will continue to advance
until, of course, the limit Is reached
when returns will warrant no further
Increase. That day Is not far distant.
But, in the meantime, there are large
tracts of hind owned by land compa
nles and private Individuals that have
not felt the advance that has been
The oppor
shown In other districts.
tunity to purchase these should not
be lost sight of. nnd if there are those
amongst the readers of this article,
which is authorized by the Canadian
government,
who wish cheap land.
such lands as produce from 25 to 40
bushels per acre, and will pay for
themselves out of one year's crop,
should be taken of the present
opportunity.
Coming to Alberta with his family
thirteen yenrs ago, his assets consist
ing of a small outfit nnd $20 In cash,
Mr. Q. F. Mnlmherg has accumulated
by farming and live stock raising assets to the value of more than $300,000. and has a personal credit, worth
on demand. $100,000. He hns not speculated In land, but bought only to farm.
Near Hlackle, Alberta, he operates 3,- 100 acres of wheat land. He has just
purchased an additional 11,500 ncres
near Cardston, in Southern Alberts.
His personal credit enabled him to
finance this deal In Calgary In a little
over three hours. The ranch Just pur
chased is a fully equipped stock and
At the present time it
grain ranch.
carries a thousand head of cattle and
several hundred horses, nnd Is fully
equipped with buildings, machinery
corrals, sheep sheds, dipping vats, etc.
That Is a story from one district. Let
us select one from n district some hundred or more miles from that.
"Peter A. Klassen, who recently
moved to Herbert, Sask., from Kansas,
has purchased a section of prairie land
In the Hlllsboro district, about 24 miles
northwest of Herbert, for which he
paid $12.000 cash. He is erecting temporary buildings to live In while put
ting the place In cultivation, and, this
summer plans to erect good buildings
on the farm and equip It for a home.
e
Mr. Klassen recently sold his
farm In Kansas for $15.000 and is investing the proceeds In Canada."
With the proceeds of the sale of his
land in Kansas, this farmer purchased
In Saskatchewan a piece eight times as
large as he had previously been farm
lng, nnd had a balance with which to
purchase equipment, stock, etc.. of .
Moreover ns land in Saskatche
wan may be expected to yield twice as
mut-grain per acre, he will be able
to produce sixteen times as much as
formerly.
The average value of farm land for
the whole of Canada, Including land
Improved and unimproved, together
with dwelling houses, barns, stables
and other farm buildings, Is approxl
mately $44 per acre as compared with
$41 In 1916, according to the latest re
port of the Census and Statistics
branch at Ottawa. The average value
of land In the Prairie Provinces is as

Prices Quoted for Metals'.
New York Lead, $8.05.
Copper Í25.C2V4.
Silver 99c.
East St. Louis. Spelter, $8.458.50.
Boulder, Colo. Tungsten concentrates, 00 per cent, Süü.OOiy. 22.50 per
unit; 25 per cent, $12.0012.60; 10 per
cent, $9.4012.20.

Arizona.
steeW
An open hearth manganese
plant has been built in Miami.
A new ore body has been encount
ered in the Copper Queen mine at
Mayer.
Fhelps-DodgCopper Corporation In
June produced 1(1,847,971 poundB of
copper.
The Hackberry miné at Kingman,
has Installed machinery and will produce 250 tons daily.
The mill at the Hardshell at Nogales
is in operation and is handling from
50 to GO tons daily.
Colorado.

Secretary McAdoo is urging a larger
output of gold.
Work is being pushed on the erection
of the new Alta mill- in the Telluride
district.
The Coming Wonder mine shipped
two carloads of ore to the Durango
Smelter.
A new
double compartment
shaft is to be installed in the Cold
Spring mine in Boulder county.
A new coal mine has been opened
up betwen the Mt. Garfield and- - Palisade coal mines In Mesa county.
G. W. Buehler is In Leadville to direct the work of resuming operations
at the Miller mine In Lackawanna
gulch.
Dally shipments of crude ore from
the Lark property in the Gladstone
district are being made to the Durango Smelter.
The company operating the Royal
Gorge mine at Cañón City Is preparing to place the property on a full production basis.
Western miners are by no means
alone in asking for a better price for
gold than the $20.67 per fine ounce
fixed by the mint.
The Wolf Park coal mine at Cañón
City has been equipped with a huge
electric hoist capable of lifting a ton
of coal per minute.
The People's Oil and Gas Company
has completed the derrick on its holdings in the San Luis valley and drilling has been commenced. '
The Buckeye, one of the heaviest
producing mines In the Silverton district in former years, has been leased
by Messrs. Snider and Hittl.
The Moffat Coal Company, operating at Oak Creek, loaded fifty-eigcars with coal approximately 2,300
tons in one working day in June.
Montana.
Copper corporation
Kennecott
in
June produced 4,044,000 pounds of copper, compared with 3,404,000 in May,
and 5,794,000 in March.
Davis-Dalmine in June produced
632,110 pounds of copper and 30,208
ounces of silver. The Colorado mine
ore.
ts said to be in high-gradA report of Butte and Superior Mining Company for the year ended June
1, filed with Montana county assessors, showed total ore extracted at
421,744 tons of a gross value of $6,641,-30Cost of extraction was $4,408,-05freight, $1,018,725; construction
at mill and mine, $1811,025; total expense, $5,806,800; net proceeds, $834,-BO-

JUREIT PREVENTE!
SLACKLEfl MILS

ASIDE BLACK it CUTTER'S

WESTERN

Reported Profitable by
Owners in Corn Belt.

(Prepared by the United States Depart
'
ment or Agriculture.)
Evidence of the growing popularity
of tractors on corn-befarms Is
shown by reports made by more than
60 tractor owners, nine out of every
ten reporting that their Investment
In a tractor had proved profitable.
These data were obtained In the sum
mer and fall of 1917, and In the spring
of 1918 on representative Illinois farms
by specialists of tfie United States de
partment of agriculture, In order to
determine Just what conditions Justi
fied the purchase of a tractor In that
Experienced tractor owners
section.
who made reports stated that tractors
will prove profitable on most corn-bel- t
farms of 180 acres or more, while In
their opinion they should not be expected to do so on farms of much less
than 180 acres. The report of thé Investigators,
published
as Farmers'
Bulletin 963, states that while the fig
ures were obtained In only one state.
they are applicable throughout the corn
belt and that the prospective tractor
purchaser may reasonably count upon
equaling the average performances re
ported in the study.
Nearly three-fourt(71 per cent)
of those who reported owned tractors capable of pulling three plows.
Eleven per cent recommended two- -

LITTLE

T

Machine

Principal Advantage Reported Is Abil
ity to Do Heavy Work Quickly-Sav- ing
of Man Power Also
of Importance.
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How Military Stores on Mexican
Border Are Salvaged.
Nothing That It Is Possible to Repair,
tr In Any Way Make Useful, la
Ever Thrown Away aa
Worthless.
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ders and a serious look, for business Is
always rushlnrr with Capt. Fred Felix, Uncle Sam's junk nnn In the cavalry division here, writes the Fort
Bliss (Tex.) correspondent of the New
York Sun.
As head of the salvage and reclamation department of the general quartermaster depot here. Captain Felix
and his force of enlisted men are repairing and salva -- lng supplies which
have been discarded by the United
States army In the border district.
Three warehouses, a part of the fort
machine shops, and ljlg yard downtown, are used for this work.
Tents which have been torn by the
winds are repaired by men who have
been sailors or who have experience
Canvas cot covIn repairing canvas.
ers which have been torn are cut up
Into small pieces and made into clothing bags. These cot covers were forA tailor shop has
merly discarded.
been established where worn and torn
uniforms are repaired, buttons sewn
oh, the uniforms steam cleaned and
pressed and returned to the owners.
Army shoes which have been worn
by many marches over the desert
by
sands near the fort are half-sole- d
machinery, ripped places stitched, new
sent
back
laces Inserted nnd the shoes
Not a scrap of
for further wear.
leather Is permitted to be wasted by
the reclamation and salvage department.
Shoes too badly worn to be
repaired, and cavalry hoots, are ripped to pieces and the leather used for
repairing other boots and shoes. The
scraps are then sent to market for use
In the manufacture
of composition
belting.
Recently 15 meat grinders for preparing meat for cooking were condemned and sent to the reclamation
department to be sold for Junk. Instead, the parts were separated, reassembled and five good grinders obtained, while the remaining ports were
stored for repairing other grinders.
Broken parts were sold for Junk.
Wagons, automobiles, tank wagons,
soup kitchens and every other kind of
field equipment Is received by this department. Wagonmakers replace worn
parts of transport and ammunition
wagons with new ones.
All automobile parts are classified and a crew of
garage men repair the cars as they
come to the shops. Even tracks for
caterpillar trucks are kept for repairing those big trucks which haul supplies over the desert.
Broken spurs, ragged guidons and
flags, eyelets from wornout puttees,
harness, saddles, the ropes and even
"bull whips" used by the army mule
drivers are salvaged In Uncle Sam's
big Junk shop here, and the government Is saved thousands of dollars by
repairing army property which otherwise would have to be replaced with
new.

Potash From Cement Dust.
Extraction of potash from dust Is
James D.
claimed as a possibility.
Rhodes, a Pittsburgh manufacturer,
discovery,
to
made
have
the
claims
and at his own expense has arranged
to erect a large experimental plant
the plant of a cement company
at Castalia, O., for the purpose of experimenting for 120 days.
The Castalia plant is in the hands of
a receiver and it was necessary to
get perttllssion of the United States
district court before Mr. Rhodes could
enter into any agreement with the receiver. This was granted.
Mr. Rhodes said he could extract
large quantities of potash for fertilizer
New Mexico.
from the dust and waste of cement
The Oaks Company at Mogollón are mills that will be of great benefit to
shipping from the Pacific Mine.
the country In Increasing the supply.
Water level is being lowered in the It Is understood that the United
Deadwood mine, Mogollón district, States government Is watching the ext
level.
now down nearly to
periment with Interest
The Mogollón Mines Co. shipped 21
bars of bullion the first
Dogs on the Battlefield.
week In July, and 4,393 tons were
Experiments made In the training
milled during the month of June.
of dogs as messengers with the arGrant county silver mines which mies In the field have. It Is stated,
have slumbered for a third of a cen- given satisfactory results. The dogs
tury are not only waking up; they are which have proved most receptive
getting "dressed" and are creating under Instruction are chiefly half-bre- d
folows :
quite a stir.
collies and retrievers. A rather
sheep dogs
d
Manitoba
$31.00
General mining activity is on the In- poor breed of
26.00
Saskatchewan
crease. The Hecla Company has has also done well. All have been
:
26.70
Alberta
started work on Its property, seven trained to perform their " errands
claims three miles southeast of Lords-bur- during heavy firing, both rifles and
It Is the low prices at which land
The Bonney mine continues to guns. They can be fired over as
can be obtained In Western Canada keep up actively as a shipper of high easily as the ordinary sporting dog.
country
rendering
such grade ores, 14 cars going to Douglas and, what is quite another thing, they
which Is
this
an Important fnctor In the production
during June. The Atwood mine, three will face fire at close range. Many
of foodstuffs at the present time. It miles south of Lordsburg It is an- have shown amazing skill in getting
Is enabling men who have been farmnounced, is to be put in operation at over, nnder and through all sorts of
ing small areas In older districts to once, and In the old Lone Mountain obstacles, Including wire.
capitake up and farm with the same
district, once a famous Grant county
tal areas not only many times as great, mining camp, Paul A. Larsh will reBerlin.
Destination
but which are also capable of produc
vive the Newcomb Estate and Rogers
H. T. Bennett, a Seymour traveling
ing considerably larger crops to the properties near Hurley.
man, was standing on a depot platform
acre. Advertisement.
In a Kentucky town while a group of
Wyoming.
colored men were waiting to entrain.
Knocking.
made an increase of and overheard the following conversa
Wyoming
"Opportunity knocks at every man's approximately has15 per cent In its area tion
between one of the conscripts and
"Yep; with an invidoor, they Ray.
a colored girt who was bidding him
under sugar beets.
tation to fight."
to
deal
goodby:
The Lusk Royalty Company,
rights, has been
"Well, Sam, are yon goln with this
Women are largely engaged at the In oil royalties and
la bunch t I suppose yon are goln' to
capital
The
Lusk.
Incorporated
at
present time In the manufacture of
$1,000,000, with a par value of $1 per France right soon, ain't yon?" the girl
serums nnd vaccines.
asked.
share.
"Not exactly," replied the soldier
The Wyatt Oil Co., operating In the
When Your Eyes Need Care
through
Brennlng Basin has started a drilling candidate. "I suppose Til go
Try Murine Eye Remedy
"ranee,
but, you see, I'm on my way to
I
campaign now that the refining plant
Ho Smarting
Jnat Kre Ooinforv. W mh at
Dratglita or mall. Writ, for Trm Urm Book.
It Is putting up at Tetterman Is near-In- c Berlin." Indianapolis Newt.
BBMJCDX CO.. CBUCAUO
MIlkaMB
completion.
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Use any tnlector. but CutttrS atmoleat ai atroawat.
Ttw superiority of Cutter product! it du to over IS
In VACCINAS AND SRPtimt
Tear) ol tpecialtslnp;
un kUUU B
UNLTe IN
order direct.
MrfctUy. Cillfwila
Ttw Cutter laboratory,
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The' most extensive dealer In Junk
on the Mexican border wears an olive
drab uniform, two bars on his shoul-
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Cutlcura
For Baby's
Itchy Skin
tnant
Sample each free of

'

(Every W oman Wants')

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflara-nationRecommended ,,by Lydia E.
Pinkhua Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for naaal catarrh,
sore throat and eoi oyee. Economical.
Hu aiuamdiaarr Hnaniini and gaimiriHal power.
Diaftohred in

I

Sample it-r9Uc.au dniasMti, or impart Br
mail,
the Paitan Tourt Company. Bortón. MaM. A

V.

PARKER'S

'

HAIR

BALSAM

toilet preparation of merit.
to radioate dandruff.
ForReertorin Color mad
Booutr toQr,y or Fedad Hair.
60c and 1.00 at DrugcHU.
A

Journalistic Amenities.
Our wart of a contemporary," says
the Tazville Gazette, "claims as far
as the war Is concerned to have the
earliest Intelligence. That Is the kind
of intelligence, they always have at
thnt office. It Is more than early; it
Is primitive."
Boston Transcript.
Tf vou
wish beautiful, clear white
slothee, use Red Croes Bag Blue. At ail
good grocers. Adr.

HAD SEEN THEM

"AT WORK"

Tommy Had Little Need to Puzzle His
Brains Over Question Propounded
by Teacher,
Here is n little story
atv n social session by
Hubert D. Stephens of
tin lllustriition that the

thnt was told
Representative
Mississippi, as
best lndustrinl
results ciinnnt always be obtained
through team work :
Some time since, the teacher of a
public school In a country town was
instructing a juvenile class In mathematics w hen she turned to a small boy
named Tommy.
"Tommy," suid she. "If your father
can do a piece of work In six days and
your uncle Jim can do It in seven days.
how long would it take them to do It
together?"
'About ten thousand years, was the
rather startling rejoinder of Tommy.
'Ten thousand years!' exclaimed
the teacher. "Why, Tommy, what do
you mean?"
"I mean, was the prompt response
of Tommy, "that if you put them to
work together they would sit on the
fence, smoke ana swap fish stories."
Philadelphia Evening Telegraph.
On the Links.
'Edith positively talks with her
eyes.
'And I suppose when she feels like
swearing she just gives a cursory
glance."

Long Beach, Cnl.. forbids
"spooning" by young persons.

public

Hi
1

That's what is done

inmakMOrdpcNutS
Darfey and
food

other grains are
used with wheat.
This adds to food
value and flavor,
and the sum total
requires less wheat
"The malted barley
also
in Crape-Nuthelps digest other
foods.
For an economical,
s

nourishing and
delicious food,

try'

mew

SHiVERTON
'

such amendment.
was brought into town last week
PLEASANÍVIEW ing the latter's mother, Mrs Torreón, bringing her daughter, fectuate
The Registered office of this corfor sale by the sheep men, and Special Correspondence.
in
still
is
White.
who
Vigil,
Miss Emma
poration is at Estancia, New Mexico,
Mrs. Sylvia Milbourn went to this is only a small per cent of
Mrs. Burkett of Plainview,
Glenn Mulkey spent Sunday poor health, hoping that . she and C. A. Swam is designated aa the
Albuquerque one day last week what has been and will be brought Texas, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
will recover her health in the statutory agent therein, in charge
with home folks.
She motored over with Mr. ánd in yet, as the marketing seems R. L. Shaw.
process
mountains. They stopped over thereof, and upon whom
may be Berved.
B. E. Piggott has lost two
Mrs. E. U. Brown and spent a to have just commenced in
Mrs. . Raymond against the corporation
night with
Lester Williams and family are
Wherefore, the said President aid
very delightful day.
earnest recently.
the past week Sanchez.
enjoying visiting relatives from good cows within
Secretary hereby certify thatha arDeath
supposedto
be
caused
bv
As we go to press we learn Plainview.
Rev. Campbell preached
Two of our boys will leave the ticles of incorporation of The Farmers
eating thistles.
Equity Exchange have
short sermon last Sunday at this thai a heavy rain storm visited
Mrs. V. B. Manning has re25th for the army, and a big and Stockmena
been and are amended so that the capplace.
Everyone seemed to en the vicinities of Cañero and turned home from a
John Jockey and Jack Niemi
hon
in
their
given
dance will be
week's visit left Monday
stock of said company is increased
joy the sermon very much, fis Vaughn yesterday
afternoon, with her sister-in-lafor Bisbee, Arizona or at Gutierrez hall Thursday ital
Mrs. Geo.
to the sum of twenty-fivthousand
to work in the mines.
they do all of Bro. Campbell's Friday, also that hail accom Ward, who
night. Among this five will go dollars ($25,000.00), and the said Preslives up near the
panied it in some localities, but
talks.
H. G- Staley and wife, Glenn our good musician, Elfedo Lu ident and Secretary further on oath
mountains.
the assent of two thirds
Mulkey
Rev. Campbell and wife took have not heard the particulars.
and family, Jack Niemi cero, and we sure will miss his state that
W. W. Manning has returned
in interest of the (stockholders of
The pie supper for the Encino home from
family
and
dinner on Sunday with Mr. and
spent
Sunday with good music.
aid corporation of each class having
a business trip to
Cemetery AiSociasion driven last House,
John Jockey and family.
Mrs. Randolph Smith.
New Mexico.
Mrs. Lina Gallegos and Mrs. voting powers was given as aforesaid,
C. M. Pearce and wife, Mrs. Harry McAfee spent Sunday to such amendment.
Mrs. Haynes, mother of Mrs. Friday night was a success both
A correction. In last week's
re-C. Q. KENYON,
(SEAL)
S. DeVaney and children called with Mrs. R. Sanchez.
Luther Campbell, came in from socially and financially. The 1 items B. Snell was
President,
as
ceipts
for
the
were
occasion
on Mr, and Mrs. Will Myers
Oklahoma to visit her daughter
C. A. SWARTZ,
Mrs. Raymond Sanchez and
71 with a donation of $5 00 superintendent of Sunday school,
$37
Sunday afternoon.
and other relatives on Tuesday
Secretary.
daughters. Misses Melba and
making a total of 142.71.
Messrs. Robinson, Shaw and
Subscribed and sworn to before me
last.
A. Sheehan and wife motored Priscilla, will leave the 24t for
1918.
Dan
James
day
Afston
13th
July,
had business in Santa
of
this the
Jud
of Roswell is up
Misses Mary, Helen, Hattie T.
over to Albuquerque one day last Albuquerque for a week's visit
RALPH G. ROBERSON,
Fe Tuesday.
Mr.
week.
and Bishop Grassham spent the this week looking after his ranch
and
relatives.
Notary Public,
(SEAL)
with friends
He, intended
The following are names of the
week end with their aunt, Mrs. interests here.
Torrance County, New Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Welch and Sanchez and the boys will stay
bringing
some
to
more
cattle
Red
Cross
workers who have
Lizzie Ligon.
for a while. My com. will expire March 28, 1922.
this country but since looking finished hose, and our chairman Guy Beedle made a business trip home and keep house
The State of New Mexico, the County
Miss Irene Barron entertained over the range has decided to
to
Willard
Monday.
of Torrance, ss:
Mr. and Mrs. George McAfee
will deliver them this week to
young
people
of Silverton ship them elsewhere if he can Mrs
On this the 13th day of July, 1918,
the
Macario Torres is shearing his will go to Albuquerque the 24th
Walker,
inspector
of
knitbefore me personally appeared C. G.
and Cedar Grove Saturday night. find better range.
to see their son Harry who has Kenyon and C. A.
ting at Estancia:
Mrs. Serena sheep this week.
Swartz, who, being
Mrs. J. H. Long and son Junior
McMath, l pair; Mrs. R. A. RobMr. and Mrs Hodges and Miss been called for service, We do by me duly sworn did say, the saioC.
your
good
Order
Sylvia
supply
of inson, 1 pair; Mrs. W. N- - Wal- - Oliver of Junction,
took dinnej with Mrs.
winter's
G. Kenyon that he is the President and
Texas, ar- hope he will make a
coal now. The Equity!
the said C. A. Swarts that he is the
Milbourn on Sunday.
pole, 1 pair; Mrs. L. A. Walden, rived Sunday for an
extended
Secretary of THE FARMERS AND
2 pairs; Mrs. B. Snell, 2 pairs; visit with the former's daughter,
Grandma snd Grandpa Allard
All the farmers here are wear STOCKMENS EQUITY EXCHANGE,
Mrs.
C.
MOUNTAINAIR
Early,
J.
1
pair, and Mrs- Howard Payne and family. ing a smile, as their crops are the corporation mentioned in the withwho have been spending a few From the Independent.
Mrs. Lester Williams, 1 pair.
months visiting their son and
They made the trip in their car. looking fine.
Some pill begin in and foregoing instrument of writing ;
The
son of Jose
seal affixed to said instrument
family, returned totheir home Sanchez of Punta, fell from
Mr. and Mrs. Buckner and
to cut wheat soon after the 25th. that the
is the corporate seal of said corporaWe have a complete line of dry
at Shirley, Texas, last Wednes wagon loaded with lumber, which daughters,
Mabel and Willie
tion; and that the said instrument was
day.
he was driving from the mill to from near Willard were guests goods and shoes now on the way.
signed and sealed in behalf
corClosing Out Sale.
The Equity.
poration by the authority of its board
Jake Rice is camping near the Mountainair, about a half mile in the Snell home Sunday, also
great,
a
going
at
New furniture
of directors; and the said C. G. Kenyon
ranger station. He says he likes north of town, falling under the they attended the Sunday school
bargain. Come in. Valley Fur- and C. A. Swartz, President and Secthe pines and mountains and is wagon. The front wheel passed picnic at Punta.
WILLARD
niture Co.
retary respectively as aforesaid, acFrom the Record
over his body, injuring him se
growing hale and hearty.
knowledged said instrument to be the
Mr. Perkins and wife and sis
Wool
shipments
Willard
from
He was brought in to ters from Cedar Grove attended
OF NEW MEXICO
STATE
free act and deed of said corporation.
Mr. and Mrs- Oglesby, who verely.
through the Willard Mercantile
State Corporation Commission of New Mexico
Witness my hand and official seal
are camping near the ranger the physicians, who upon ex the Sunday school picnic, also Co. are four car loads, and the
Certificate of Comparison
this the day and year in this Certificate
held
hopes
amination
little
but
Mr.
Keithly and lady and Mr fifth car is being losded
station, visited Mr. and Mrs
United States of America, State of first written.
at
New Mexico, ss.
John Allard on Friday last. Mr. of recovery. However, the lit Little of Mountainair.
RALPH G. ROBERSON,
today.
It is Hereby Certified, that the an- (SEAL)
Notary Public.
Oglesby is here for his health tie fellow rested fairly well last
The
Red
and
full,
a
complete
nexed
is
Cross
true
will
workers
night, and may get well.
MissRoxie Segrest of Decatur, transcript ot the Amendment to cer- My Commisssiont will expire March
The
and is improving rapidly.
28th, 1922.
of THE
mother was sent for last evening entertain Saturday night, the 111., is visiting at the home of tificate of Incorporation
27th, with ham sandwiches, pie
Mrs. J. Allard and daughter and is with the lad
ENDORSED:
stockmens
and
farmers
herunele, Mr. B. E Pedrick.
at the home
EXCHANGE
EQUITY
Increasing
No.. 9521. Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6. Page
and coffee. Reception commit
Alice called on Mrs. P. T. Grass of Romualdo Mirabal.
(No. 9524) with the enCapital
Stock
The Red Cross work room is at dorsements thereon, as same appears 502 Amendment to Certificate of Intee for the young people: Misses
ham and Mrs. J. H. Long Satur
Union church. The ladies on file and of record in the office of the corporation of THE FARMERS AND
the
carpenters
have
com'
ine
Coda
Burns,
Isabelle Clark and
day afternoon.
Corporation Commission.
STOCKMENS EQUITY EXCHANGE,
menced to work on the residence Gladys Brunner and C. J. Early, meet every Wednesday. There State
In Testimony Whereof, the State increasing capital stock.
Mrs. Sylvia Milbourn
and of R. Romero north of Dr. Am
Corporation
of the State
Jr. Reception committee for the is plenty of work for all. Come of New MexicoCommission
Filed in Office of State Corporation
daughter Mildred and Marie and ble's.
has caused this certifiout and help.
Commission of New Mexico, July 20,
cate
to
seniors:
signed
be
by
Chairman
and
Mesdames
its
J.
Lewis
Sunday
son Chester attended
the seal of said Commission, to be af 1918; 9:30 A. M.
Alberto Chavez is erecting a fixed
Judge M. B. Fuller went to Al Clark, Walpole, Luke Burns and
school and preaching at this
at the City f Sane Fe on this
EDWIN F. COARD,
four-rooadobe residence near 20th day of July. A. D. 1918.
buquerque last evening to offer Snell. Committee to serve: Mesplace on Sunday.
Clerk.
H. WILLIAMS,
(SEAL)
HUGH
his services to help win the war, dames C. J. Early, Lester Will- the Central depot.
Compared: JJO:MB
Acting Chairman.
Miss Martha L. Buckner en
iams,
Cook,
Robinson and Jack
Ernest-GrishaCol.' G. W. Pnchard, attorney
came in from Attest: EDWIN F.rOARD. Clerk.
tertained for dinner on Sunday
son,
bongs and talks on Red Douglas, Arizona, this week in CERTIFICATE
Notice.
OF INCREAoE OF
Misses Ila Bradshaw and Mil at law and mine owner of Santa Cross work will
CAPITAL STOCK.
have their place answer to Uncle Sam's call. He
Fe spent a couple of day3 here
In the Probate Court of the County of
Secundersigned.
The
and
dred Milbourn.
President
in the evening's entertainment. will take the physical examina- retary respectively of THE FARMERS
Tor'ance, State of New Mexico.
The well drill is still at work this week on business.
On the first Saturday night in tion today and report for duty to AND STOCKMÉNd EQUITY EX- In the matter of the Estate of ClarA. Davenport, Deceased.
ence
CHANGE, being first duly sworn, upon
jLiioya yrme, who a short time August ice cream and cake will
on the Luther Campbell place,
the County Board.
Ernest is oath d t state and certify that at a No. 118
ago
to
ottered his services
the be served.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Clark at
We ask you to bear anxious to serve his country, and meeting of the Hoard of Directors of NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
said corporation, held on June 1st.
U. S. Food Administration, has these dates in mind and give us
tended Sunday school Sunday,
all persons whomsoever:
expects to be accepted at this 1918, it was declared
that it was ad To any and hereby
been accepted, and ordered to your support.
given that the unNotice is
visable to increase the capital stock of
To be sure it time.
Misses Callie and Veta Smith
was
on the 2nd day of July,
dersigned
twenty-five
corporation
said
to
report
thou
to
Amarillo,
Texas.
money
keep
takes
Red
to
Cross
took dinner with Mrs. H. Ligon
sand dollars, ($25,00001)), and that a a. ii., 1918. duly and regularly appointmeeting of the stockholders to take ed administrator of the estate of ClarHon. Melcor Luna,
county ladies busy with their line of
on Sunday last.
We are now ready to take or- action
deceased, late of
theron should be called; that ence A. Davenport,
e
We
work.
have
commissioner
more
several
of
of Encino, county of
the
3rd district,
Keith Wooldridge
ders for your winter coal. The thereupon a meeting of the stockhold the town
who has
New
Mexico. Any
of
and
State
ers of said corporation was t"uly held,
been at work for H. Ligon has was over from Pinos Wells yes pairs of hose begun, together Equity.
pursuant to such resolution and upon and all persons having claims against
terday. He has announced as a with seven sweaters which we
proper notice; that at such meeting the estate of said decedent shall prereturned to Estancia.
hope
more
than two thirds (2 3) in interest of sent the same to the undersigned,
to finish soon. So come
candidate for
sub
each class of the stockholders of said whose address is Encino, New Mexico,
When you need barbed wire ject to the will of the Republi and let's spend an enjoyable Specal Correspondence
the time prescribed by law; and
corporation having voting powers did within
all persons indented to tne said esevening together and let's work
can party.
come to the Equity.
vote
to
in
an
favor
amendment
of
the
Mrs. A. Salas, who has been in
tate are requested to make payment to
promptly.
Cards have been received from in the interest of our boys.
Albuquerque for some time with articles of incorporation increasing the- the undersigned
C. E. DAVENPORT,
CENTER
VALLEY
picnic nea her daughter who has been in Capital Stock to the sum of twenty- Administrator tf the estate of Clar
Sunday
Macario
school
The
Chavez
Gon
and
Rafael
Special Correspondence.
five thousand Dollars, ($25.000 00), and
ence A. DavenDort. deceased.
zales to the effect that they have runta Sunday the 21st, was caie of the doctor, went through directed the
Miss Carrie
President and Secretary Dated this 2nd day Of July, 1918.
Hawkins and
safely
enjoyable
an
occasion.
arrived
The
"Over
Chilili
Sunday
there,"
home
to
her
to
to
thereof
make
this
ef
at
certificate
Gladys Gumfory spent Sunday
Sunday
school
atttendance
with Miss Melvina Rhoads.
was on the grounds by 11 o'clock
MORIARTY
W. W. Ward returned home From the Moriarty Messenger.
A lovely spot which belongs to
'
Sunday from Roswell where he
Mr and Mrs House of Estan Mrs. Beatrice Gonzales and other
has been wprking for some time, cia visited at the Joe House overseers, where the huge cot
21,
18
ton woods overlapped and the
Crops are looking good, but ranch over Sunday.
are needing rain bad. We had a Mrs Magale and Miss Magale. sparkling water wended its way.
little shower Thursday.
ot Magnolia, Ark., are visiting Twas here we had Sunday
At the noon hour i
Miss Pearl Gurnfory of Clovis Mrs. Dannevik in Gallegos can school.
sumptuous dinner was spread
is visiting her parents, Mr. and yon.
and Uncle Johny Williams of- - ppi Your country needs college trained young men in all branches of the military service,
Mrs. W. M. Gunfory.
Dr. John Flowers arrived Sat
ered thanks for the many bless jljl It has all the untrained men it needs. Therefore the government urges that every boyLittle Ineta Bigelow is able to urday from Arizona for a visit. ings. At the regular hour Sun rvp between the ages of 18 and 21 put in the time until he is of draft age, in attending colbe up, and also little Floyd Haw Dr. Flowers proved up on a day school had
its session, to 3R lege, while taking regular military training.
claim west of Stanley.
kins.
By doing this you will be serving your own beBt interest; you will be following the wishgether with encouraging talks
es of your government; and you will be preparing to serve your government to the best
Estancia and Mcintosh dis by Uncle Johny Williams, Mr
advantage when it needs you-tricts had their first heavy rain Little of Mountainair, J. Lewis
From the Enterprise.
Monday afternoon.
Moriarty Clark and the superintendent,
The Federal Government has established at
We learn that Frank Shaw had a light rain and parts north Each talk was inspiring.
Quite
R,
of
F. Wood, of west were favored bv a fairly number of visitors were pres
j
this place, is quite sick and Mr. good rain the same day. Parts entinthe afternoon.
We wish
Wood intends taking him to Al of Venus and Barton had a heavy to thank those interested in the
buquerque for medical treatment. rain.
ATALBUQUERUE
park for the right of way in as
R. F. Love and son Florence
Many persons are talking of sembling our community.
a department of military training; effective with the opening of the fall term, October
of Lovington, N. M., arrived last pulling out and hunting
1, 1918.
It will be directed by a regularly detailed army officer. Students 18 years of
work.
Thursday with one hundred The rains have held
age and under 21 years may enlist in this department, taking the military training and
Portland Cement and windmilis
off and
head of cattle to put on the Al- crops will be cut short, but we at the Equity.
regular college work of their own election.
if
bert Love ranch in which he is have plenty from this time on
Intensive training will be given during the summer months, in the regular army trainHe reports a long, there is still time for those who
interested.
ing camps.
PROGRESSO
hard trip but no loss of stock to have their beans and corn
ud Special Correspondence.
HERE
IS YOUR CHANCE TO SERVE YOURC OUNTRY IN THE MOSr EFFECTIVE
speak of, and now that the cattle and growing to make as
We are having good rains now.
WAY. DON'T DELAY ANOTHER MINUTE. WRITE TO THE UNIVERSITY
much
are on better range no doubt as last year. Some cattle around Grass is looking green and we
OF NEW MEXICO AT ALBUQUERQUE FOR DETAILS DO IT NOW .
they will regain their strength this section have been moved to hope crops will come out and
Address, David R. Boyd, President, University of New MexicU, Albuquerque, N. M.
rapidly.
places more favored with rains make more thaivwas expected.
About 75,000 pounds of wool and grazing is better.
Ben Bailey and wife are visit- Special Correspondence.
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